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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
As NATO’s forcing agent for change, Allied Command Transformation (ACT) must identify the
medium and long-term capability requirements (LTCR) for the Alliance.
The objective of the Long Term Requirements Study (LTRS) is to support the identification of
LTCR for the Alliance, within the 2015-2030 timeframe, but focused on 2025. This report
details the work done in order to derive initial Future World scenarios (FW) to be used as a
basis for the derivation of LTCR. It provides a description of the approach taken, descriptions
of alternative Future Security Environments (FSEs) and Future NATOs (FNs), and an initial
description of four FWs.
It is important to recognize that the Future World Scenarios paper is an interim step in the
overall LTRS. In addition, given that the overall purpose of the study is to derive LTCRs, it is
neither necessary nor desirable for the Future World scenarios to encompass all possible
futures. In particular, only those scenarios that include a robust, coherent NATO structure in a
relatively prosperous West are useful to the study. Indeed, even within this context, only
Future World scenarios which will tax the greatest range and type of military capabilities
needed to address possible future NATO operations need be developed, in order to identify
LTCRs. Therefore, while the Future World scenarios developed here must be plausible, they
by no means need to be all encompassing.
A second important aspect of the LTRS to be highlighted here is that the output sought in this
study, the LTCRs, are qualitative, rather than quantitative in nature. That is, the study seeks to
identify the types of military capabilities that the Alliance will require in the future, but not the
number of each type of capability that is identified. The objective, therefore, is to examine the
types of military capabilities that may be required in across the broad range of mission types
that Alliance forces may be called upon to undertake in the future. The Study does not,
however, consider how many concurrent missions of various types may be conducted, nor is it
concerned with how many the quantity of each military capability may be required within each
mission.
The following statements concern the assumptions and scope underlying this component of
the LTRS:
•

•

Assumptions
o
Western economies, including those of the United States and the other
NATO nations, will continue to grow at much the same rate as currently
experienced.
o
NATO nations will continue to invest in military technological development.
o
The nature of the NATO Alliance will not alter significantly. That is, NATO
will remain a political-military alliance whose focus is on collective defence
of member nations’ territories and interests, with decision-making based
on consensus.
Scope
o
The Future World scenarios developed in this paper do not consider
developments in some regions of the world (e.g., India, South America),
not because of political direction or constraint, but because it was not
1

o

o

considered necessary for the analysis of NATO military capability needs,
as other scenarios are included which involve possible confrontation with
near-peer level competitors at great distance from NATO nations.
The Future World scenarios do not give equal weight to all trends
identified in the Future Security Environment. Only those issues that were
considered to be important for the high-level description of the Future
World scenario, or were immediately relevant for the identification of
LTCRs were considered. For example, not much consideration was given
to environmental issues such as global warming or pollution. In fact, the
development of military capabilities and the conduct of future military
operations may be constrained by governments’ reactions to these issues.
Such considerations will come into play at some time in the future when
decisions are made about which technological developments to pursue to
full implementation and/or when decisions are made about the actual
conduct of military operations.
Similarly, not all possible technological developments have been
considered in the development of this Future World scenarios paper. The
study was constrained by the limited time, funding and expertise that were
available for the LTRS project. Continued effort will be required in
technology watch to identify breakthrough or disruptive technologies that
may affect the outcome of this study.

A significant challenge lies ahead for the planning and conduct of the detailed analysis of
Mission Types and Planning Situations to arrive at the LTCRs. Ways and means must be
devised to involve the many subject matter experts that have already expressed interest in
contributing to the Study. Mechanisms must be put in place to enable consideration of
disruptive technologies and possible significant events such as the fall of the Berlin Wall and
the attacks of 11 September 2001. Even the innovative use of existing technologies may have
significant impact on the conduct of military operations in the future.
It is the intention of Allied Command Transformation to revisit the LTRS on a four-year cycle in
parallel with the Defence Requirements Review. It is expected that the methods and
mechanisms of the development of the various components of the Study will be improved with
successive iterations.
APPROACH
The aim of this paper is to describe the work that was done to develop a set of FWs to be used
as a basis for the mission analysis and subsequent derivation of LTCR within the LTRS.
The FWs consist of different combinations of the following elements, derived from Work
Packages 1 to 3:
•
Future Security Environment;
•
Future Role of NATO;
•
Future Technology.
Inputs from the Work Packages were used to develop and standardise the definition of these
elements. These inputs were then used to develop different possible ‘values’ for these
elements, each of which representing individually a single alternative future and collectively
covering the widest possible range of all potential futures (scenario space).
2

The range of alternative FSEs and FNs were then combined in different ways to create a
series of possible FWs. Technology trends were then attached to these worlds, based on the
output from Work Packages 1 and 3. However, it was neither practical (from a resources
perspective), nor necessary to use all of these possible FWs to derive long-term requirements.
Hence, they were then assessed further and a subset of these FWs were selected, and
recommended for further analysis as part of the requirements derivation process. Those
selected should represent the smallest subset of FWs, which were assessed to cover all
distinct aspects of the scenario space. Clearly implausible or overlapping alternatives are not
required.
FUTURE SECURITY ENVIRONMENTS
A synthesis of the various outputs from the initiatives carried out within the Work Packages led
to the development of four alternative FSEs. Synopses of the main aspects of each of these
are:
•

•

•

•

Return of World Order
o
A uni-polar world very similar to today, but with greater cooperation
between western states and coherent policies for dealing with failed
states.
o
The terrorist threat begins to dwindle.
Resurgent Middle East
o
A multi-polar, ‘hostile’ world, with several superpowers and/or regionally
dominant powers (US, China, India, New Islamic Council (NIC)) and a
potential symmetric military threat.
o
The Euro-Atlantic nations are on the defensive both politically and
economically.
Pro-Active China
o
A bi-polar world where the US remains a superpower and China is a
strong regional power. China is a military peer of the Alliance. Economic
rivalry is intense, but the two sides are not overtly hostile.
o
The US is more concerned about her Asian allies than Europe.
Globalization and Terror
o
A uni-polar, ‘globalize’ world. There is economic interdependence
between states (particularly between western nations and resurgent
Russia).
o
Globalization and technology proliferation have led to increased inter–
state stability, but also to a greater threat from terrorists and other nonstate actors.

FUTURE NATOS
Four alternative FNs were defined. Synopses of the main aspects of each of these are:
•

Strong Toolbox NATO
o
Characterised by strong US commitment and limited European cohesion.
Member states have a common perception of the security environment,
but European capabilities are limited.
o
NATO is a capable, modular and flexible tool.
3

•

•

•

Shared Partnership NATO
o
Characterised by a combination of strong US commitment, a strong /
coherent Europe (with a reduced Europe / US capability gap) and a
common perception of the security environment. NATO is an active
partnership, with shared responsibilities.
o
NATO is a highly capable, modular and flexible instrument.
Fragmented Toolbox NATO
o
Characterised by lukewarm US commitment, medium European cohesion
and a divergent perception of the security environment (strong, but
politically divergent NATO).
o
US is more focussed on military threats, whereas Europe is more
focussed on humanitarian / environmental operations.
Europe-Centric NATO
o
Characterised by limited US interest / commitment in NATO. A cohesive
Europe can operate (regionally) with or without US support.
o
US supports but does not participate in NATO operations.

FUTURE WORLD SCENARIOS
A Future World scenario is a combination of a Future Security Environment and a Future
NATO. Since it was not practical to include all plausible combinations of alternative FSEs and
FNs within the scope of this iteration of the LTRS, a decision was made to start by taking
‘Shared Partnership-NATO’ as the basis for the Future world scenarios. In the judgement of
the military Strategic Commands, this is the Future NATO description that most closely
matches the political ambition of NATO as stated at NATO summits and in political and
strategic direction to the Strategic Commands since 2000. Thus the following four (4) Future
World scenarios were retained for further analysis in the Long Term Requirements Study:
1.

Return of World Order + Shared Partnership NATO

2.

Resurgent Middle East + Shared Partnership NATO

3.

Pro-Active China + Shared Partnership NATO

4.

Globalization and Terror + Shared Partnership NATO

4

1.
INTRODUCTION
As NATO’s forcing agent for change, Allied Command Transformation (ACT) must
identify the medium and long term capability requirements for the Alliance.
The objective of the Long Term Requirements Study (LTRS) is to support the
identification of Long Term Capability Requirements (LTCR) for the Alliance within the
2015-2030 timeframe, but focused on 2025. It is important to harmonize the long-term
capability planning with medium-term capability requirements, which is supported by the
Defence Requirements Review (DRR). The initial LTRS methodology will be developed
by building upon the DRR process and its relevant elements. The LTCRs will further
inform/direct co-operative armaments and Alliance research and technology activities.
As mentioned above, the LTRS addresses the 2015-2030 timeframe but focuses on
2025. It is composed of five inter-related Work Packages as described below:
1.

Future Security Environment: This work package includes an assessment of
the future security environment in which NATO may have to operate. The
assessment addresses the future challenges in terms of nations, groups of
nations, terrorism, failed states, WMD and geography. It also involves technology
development forecasts for the regions/countries of interest. The work includes a
review of several relevant sources.

2.

Future Role of NATO: To describe the future context for NATO, different ‘Future
NATOs’ are defined. These ‘Future NATOs’ address differing NATO ambitions,
roles, enlargement assumptions, and coalitions with other organizations.

3.

Future NATO Technology: A necessary input for the study is an assessment of
future technologies currently under development or being considered by the
NATO nations and other partners. The assessment considered inputs from the
national and NATO R&D activities that are known to ACT, and assessments from
ACT Integrated Capability Teams (ICTs) and from NC3A Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs).

4.

Future Concepts / Doctrine: In addition to the work related to future NATO
technology it is necessary to assess the future concepts/doctrine envisaged for
such technologies. These areas are being addressed by the ACT ICTs who have
been asked to provide input into the assessment. This includes various concepts
currently under development, including the Concepts for Alliance Future Joint
Operations [1]. In the 05 DRR, documentation of the assumed concepts and
doctrine for the derivation of medium-term capability requirements was produced,
and this will provide another input into the required assessment.

5.

LTRS Methodology Development and Process Description: The development
of the initial LTRS methodology will be based upon a review and, where possible,
re-use of elements of the DRR methodology, supplemented by required additional
elements.
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Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of how the various work packages feed into the
development of the LTCR derivation process. It also highlights that the Capability
Management Framework (CMF) and the DRR methodology are the basis for the
development of the LTCR derivation process.

Figure 1. LTRS Methodology Overview

This report describes how the products developed in Work Packages 1 to 3 have been
used to derive initial Future World scenarios. It provides a description of the approach
followed, descriptions of alternative Future Security Environments (FSE) and Future
NATOs (FN), and an initial description of four Future World scenarios.
It is important to recognize that the Future World Scenarios paper should be read as an
interim step in the overall Long Term Requirements Study. It is prepared as a means of
collecting and distilling the information contained in the Future Security Environment,
Future NATO and Future Technology efforts. Future World scenarios are described that
will form the background for detailed analysis of Mission Types and Planning Situations
in order to derive Long Term Capability Requirements.
In preparing for the detailed analysis, it is neither necessary nor desirable to attempt to
capture all possible future world scenarios. As Figure 2 below depicts, the Future World
scenarios derived in this paper represent only a subset of all possible future worlds.
Recalling that the purpose of the study is to derive Long Term Capability Requirements
for NATO, only those scenarios that include a robust, coherent NATO structure in a
relatively prosperous West are useful to the study. Indeed, even within this context, only
Future World scenarios which will tax the greatest range and type of military capabilities
needed to address possible future NATO operations need be developed, in order to
identify Long Term Capability Requirements. Therefore, while the Future World
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scenarios developed here must be plausible, they by no means need to be all
encompassing.
A second important aspect of the LTRS to be highlighted here is that the output sought
in this study, the LTCRs, are qualitative, rather than quantitative in nature. That is, the
study seeks to identify the types of military capabilities that the Alliance will require in the
future, but not the number of each type of capability that is identified. The objective,
therefore, is to examine the types of military capabilities that may be required in across
the broad range of mission types that Alliance forces may be called upon to undertake in
the future. The Study does not, however, consider how many concurrent missions of
various types may be conducted, nor is it concerned with how many the quantity of each
military capability may be required within each mission.
The following statements concern the assumptions and scope underlying this
component of the LTRS:
•

•

Assumptions
o
Western economies, including those of the United States and the
other NATO nations, will continue to grow at much the same rate as
currently experienced.
o
NATO nations will continue to invest in military technological
development.
o
The nature of the NATO Alliance will not alter significantly. That is,
NATO will remain a political-military alliance whose focus is on
collective defence of member nations’ territories and interests, with
decision-making based on consensus.
o
The Future World scenarios do not give equal weight to all trends
identified in the Future Security Environment. Only those issues
that were considered to be important for the high-level description of
the Future World scenario, or were immediately relevant for the
identification of LTCRs were considered. For example, not much
consideration was given to environmental issues such as global
warming or pollution. In fact, the development of military
capabilities and the conduct of future military operations may be
constrained by governments’ reactions to these issues. Such
considerations will come into play at some time in the future when
decisions are made about which technological developments to
pursue to full implementation and/or when decisions are made
about the actual conduct of military operations.
Scope
o
The Future World scenarios developed in this paper do not consider
developments in some regions of the world (e.g., India, South
America), not because of political direction or constraint, but
because it was not considered necessary for the analysis of NATO
military capability needs.
o
Similarly, not all possible technological developments have been
considered in the development of this Future World scenarios
paper. The Study was constrained by the limited time, funding and
expertise that were available for the LTRS project. Continued effort
1-3

will be required in technology watch to identify breakthrough or
disruptive technologies that may affect the outcome of this study.
It is the intention of Allied Command Transformation to revisit the Long Term
Requirements Study on a four-year cycle in parallel with the Defence Requirements
Review. It is expected that the methods and mechanisms of the development of the
various components of the Study will be improved with successive iterations.

Figure 2. Future World Scenarios
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2.

APPROACH

2.1

Derivation of Long Term Requirements

The aim of this paper is to describe the work that was done to develop a set of ‘Future world
scenarios’ (FW) to be used as a basis for the mission analysis and subsequent derivation of
LTCR within the LTRS.
The effort started with two parallel activities (Work Packages 1 and 2) to develop a set of
plausible Future Security Environments and Future NATOs. Given the deep uncertainty1 that
increasingly permeates international security, these activities aimed at developing a range of
plausible scenarios describing alternative future security environments and future NATOs.
These scenarios were characterised by a series of key parameters for which metrics were then
developed to assess these parameters. Different parameter values were then combined into
alternative ‘futures’ for both NATO and its security environment. Collectively, these alternative
FSEs and FNs were intended to cover as much of the conceivable scenario space as
analytically possible and useful.
In the next step, a range of alternative FSEs and FNs were then combined in different ways to
create a series of alternative Future World scenarios. It was neither practical (from a
resources perspective) nor necessary to use all these possible FWs to derive Long Term
Capability Requirements. Hence the FWs were assessed further and a subset was identified
for further analysis, as part of the requirements derivation process.
This high-level process is depicted in Figure 3. The following sections of this report provide
further details on each step of the process.

1

“Deep uncertainty exists when analysts do not know, or the parties to a decision cannot agree upon 1) the appropriate models to describe
the interactions among a system’s variables, 2) the probability distributions to represent uncertainty about key variables and parameters in the
models, and/or 3) how to value the desirability of alternative outcomes.” [2]
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LTRS Input
Data

Parameter Definition

Parameter Combination

Future World Creation

Future World Selection

Create standardised
parameters from input data;
develop metrics for them

Combine one value for each
parameter into a 'Future'; develop
a narrative around it

Create alternate Future Worlds
based on different
combinations of FSEs and FNs

Select and further develop
Future Worlds for derivation
of long term requirements

FSE 1
Future Security
Environments

WP3
Future
Technology

Future World 1

• FSE 1
• FN 1

FSE 2
• etc..

Future NATOs
• Parameter A
• Parameter B
• etc...

Future World 1

• Parameter Values

FN 1
• Narrative Description
• Parameter Values

FN 2
• etc..

Future World 2
• FSE 1
• FN 2

etc..
• FSE...
• FN...

Future
Technolgy
• Trend identification

Selection Exercise

WP2
Future Role of
NATOs

Coherency Exercise

• Parameter A
• Parameter B
• etc...

• Narrative Description

Combination Exercise

WP1
Future Security
Environment

.
.
.

• Focus Area A
• Focus Area B
• etc...

Figure 3. Derivation of Future Worlds
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• FSE 1/ FN 1
• Narrative Description
• NATO Level of Ambition
• Mission Types
• Available Technologies

Future World x
• FSE x / FN x
• Narrative Description
• NATO Level of Ambition
• Mission Types
• Available Technologies

.
.
.

Mission
Analysis

Long
Term
Reqs

3.

FUTURE SECURITY ENVIRONMENTS

3.1

Derivation Method for Future Security Environments

3.1.1 Distilling High-Level Parameters from Existing Scenario Exercises
The first stage in the development of the alternative Future Security Environments (FSEs)
involved an analysis and review of existing strategic foresight exercises. Thirty (30) such
exercises, encompassing over 100 different scenarios2, were consulted, mapped and their
insights systematically classified. These exercises are listed in Appendix A. They were not
limited to the defence context, but included a number of scenario-exercises from both the
corporate and academic worlds, as well as from other international organizations. In addition,
the derivation of the alternative FSEs also drew upon the ACT security environment paper [3].
From the analysis of the data sources (i.e. strategic foresight exercises), a large number of
driving parameters were distilled – the key drivers that were used in the various exercises to
develop the actual scenarios. It was not practical to include each of these parameters in the
analysis. Instead, groups of driving parameters were identified and classified according to
overarching, high-level categories, each capturing distinct elements of the various scenarios
developed in the foresight exercises. These high-level parameter categories are:
•
Power Distribution;
•
Stability;
•
Technology Balance;
•
Resources Distribution;
•
World Governance;
•
Demography, and;
•
Global Economic Situation.
A description of these high-level parameters and their metrics is given in Table 1. There are
many different ways in which the parameters could be grouped and the above categories
represent only one possible solution. There is a certain level of overlap between some
categories and also some of the categories have more of a 'direct' effect on the security
environment than others.
It was considered during the analysis to include 'Globalization' as a parameter. However, it
was decided not to include this as a distinct parameter, as it is more of a trend reflected in
several of the selected categories (economy, technology balance and power distribution) than
a stand-alone parameter.
For each parameter, a metric was developed to allow for the assignment of a specific
parameter value to each scenario. These parameter values were used in the derivation of
alternative FSEs for the primary two reasons:
•
•

2

To characterize the FSEs. Besides the FSE narrative, the combination of
parameter values for that FSE was described.
To select a set of proposed FSEs that could be used in the LTRS. Each FSE is
in essence a combination of parameter values. The FSEs were selected to

Each strategic exercise typically generates a handful of actual scenarios.
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represent as much of the observed variance in parameter values as was
analytically feasible and useful.
The purpose of distilling these parameter values from existing scenario exercises was twofold:
•

To provide (despite the many problems in comparability) a common basis upon
which the different security environments could be ‘quantified’ (i.e. given values),
thus providing a means to compare them.
•
To allow for a selection of a broad range of environments that were
representative of the widest possible range of potential futures (scenario space).
It was important to develop a broad range of scenarios because of the
uncertainty that increasingly permeates international security. The identification
of the driving parameters provided an analytical aid to this process, as they gave
a means by which to verify that all (meaningful) combinations of the driving
parameter values had been considered and therefore, that as much of the
scenario space as practically possible and analytically useful had been covered.
An attempt was also made at evaluating the parameters values for the current security
environment i.e. Today’s World. This assessment is presented in Table 1.

3-2

Parameter

Power Distribution

Stability

Technology Balance

Resources

World Governance

Demography
Global Economic
Situation

Table 1. FSE Driving Parameters
Description
Widely recognized in international relations theory as one of the key
determinants of international stability. Uni-polar represents a world in which
US / NATO is the only dominant power. Bi-Polar represents a world in which
there is a power to rival US / NATO (e.g. as during Cold War). Multi-polar
represents a world where more than two powers are dominant (globally
and/or regionally).
Given a global environment, regional conflicts have international impact.
The Stability parameter is a measure of international stability, represented by
the number of regional conflicts in the world (both inter and intra-state). To a
certain extent this parameter depends on power distribution. Low denotes a
world where there is little stability and numerous conflicts. High represents a
world where stability is relatively high (such as during the Cold War).
This parameter shows whether technology is broadly available in the world.
NATO Superior represents a world in which NATO has a technological edge
over possible opponents (i.e., today’s situation). Balanced means at least
one opponent has technological parity with NATO. NATO Inferior means
opponents have a technological advantage over NATO.
This parameter represents which world powers tend to control resources.
West represents a world in which western countries control most of the
resources. Balanced represents a world where resources are evenly
available (market centric). Other represents a world in which a potential
opponent controls the majority of resources.
This parameter represents whether there exists a functional system of
international governance. Governance in this context is not limited to the
United Nations, but also includes organizations such as the World Trade
Organization (WTO). Weak represents a world where there is no level of
international governance. Strong represents a robust system. To a certain
extent this parameter is dependent on the distribution of power.
This high-level parameter focuses on the level of growth and movement of
the world population.
This parameter represents the state of the world economy.
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Metric

Today’s World

Uni-polar <- Bi-polar->
Multi-polar

Uni-polar

Low <- Medium -> High

Medium

NATO Superior <Balanced
-> NATO Inferior

NATO Superior

West <- Balanced ->
Other

Balanced

Weak <- Medium ->
Strong

Strong

Low <- Medium -> High

Medium

Decline <- Steady ->
Growth

Growth

3.2

Overview of the Future Security Environments

On the basis of the afore-mentioned methodology, four (4) alternative FSEs were derived.
These FSEs are representative of the range of possibilities suggested by the parameters
examined, but are not meant to be all-inclusive (see Figure 2). That is, other FSEs are
certainly possible, but these four were considered to be sufficient to determine the range of
future military capabilities that NATO nations might require.
Table 2 provides an overview of the main aspects of each of these FSEs. The following
sections then provide a detailed narrative description of each FSE and an assessment of their
characteristics according to the parameters defined in Table 1.
It should be noted that the parameter assessment for each FSE is not intended to infer
relationships between the parameters. For instance, the Pro-Active China FSE represents a
bi-polar world. The scenario developed for this FSE is such that the Stability parameter is
assessed as being Low to Medium (this was thought of being of interest for planning
purposes). It is not meant to imply that a bi-polar world would always lead to a low/medium
international stability situation.
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FSE Label

Table 2 - Summary of Selected Future Security Environments
FSE Summary

Return of World Order

This FSE represents an 'optimistic' view of the future. It is very similar to today’s world, but there is greater cooperation
between Euro-Atlantic states and coherent forward-looking policies in dealing with world problems. The US remains the
only global superpower and world governance becomes stronger. The Alliance becomes more effective in engaging
failed states. As more world problems are tackled (poverty, famine etc) the threat of terrorism dwindles.

Resurgent Middle East

This FSE represents a 'hostile' world where there are several superpowers and/or regionally dominant powers (New
Islamic Council (NIC), China, India and the US). There is particular hostility between the NIC and Euro-Atlantic nations,
which leads to an increasingly symmetric military threat. Resources tend to be controlled by the NIC, and Euro-Atlantic
nations are on the defensive both economically and politically. Technology between all powers is balanced. Due to the
multi-polar environment there is increased inter-state stability. Global terror has relented, but terrorism remains a problem
for Euro-Atlantic nations as there is a threat from some internal sectors of western societies who are loyal to the NIC.

Pro-Active China

This FSE represents a bi-polar world where the US remains a superpower and China is a strong regional power. China
has become an economic, technological and military (conventional and nuclear) peer of the Alliance. However, this
environment is not characterised by the same 'ideological hostility' as in the Resurgent Middle East scenario. The US
becomes increasingly concerned about Chinese competition and her Asian allies, and less concerned about Europe.

Globalization and
Terror

This FSE represents an increasingly 'globalize' world. The US remains the sole superpower, but there is increasing
economic interdependence and cooperation between states (including an economically resurgent Russia). This results in
greater inter-state stability. However, globalization and the information revolution also lead to the widespread proliferation
of technology (to non-state as well as state actors), which has caused the erosion of NATO’s technological advantage.
This results in a greater global threat from terrorist groups.
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3.3

Return Of World Order

3.3.1 Narrative Description
In the immediate post-Cold War era, the United States on one hand, and Canada and the
European allies on the other, were both reluctant to genuinely tackle the many structural
problems that continued to bedevil the international system. However, following a significant
period of extensive and substantial terrorist attacks the western world decides to act.
For the first time – and without a strong competitor to distract it – the western world
orchestrates effective coordination both within and between Organization for European
Collaboration and Development (OECD) countries. These countries start making better use of
all the instruments of western statecraft in failed and failing states. Not only are more
resources made available for ‘external action’ (a combination of political, civil, military and
economic tools), but much more importantly, the policies themselves become more coherent
and forward-looking. New ways are also found to integrate the vibrant non-governmental
sector into the management of various global issues, including security ones. The other
centres of power of the world in Asia, Latin America and the Middle East are too fractious to
play the role of ‘spoilers’ in this new system, and most of them have decided to ‘bandwagon’
with this new ‘world order’ rather than balancing against it.
As a result, international governance has finally become more effective, partially because of
reinvigorated international institutions, but even more so because of more and better networkcentric coordination between the capitals of the worlds.
Both the US and the EU have started taking down the protectionist walls that had done so
much damage in the world’s ‘non-connected’ areas – not in the name of free trade or
humanitarianism, but for the sake of self-preservation. This has led to a boost to the flagging
transatlantic economies that in turn provided benefits to markets around the world, most of
which are booming (in many ex-developing countries at dizzying rates). The benefits of this
new economic boom also have clear consequences for both domestic and international
stability. Most issues of scarcity are now addressed through increasingly flexible and free
global markets – also helped by many technological innovations that have alleviated (though
not eradicated) supply problems of water, energy and food.
The fact that the world is humming along like an increasingly well-oiled machine does not
mean that all threats and insecurities have been overcome. Some terrorist groups still fight a
rearguard fight – sometimes also in alliance with anti-globalization groups. The world
population is still growing and consequently exerting continuous pressures on the resource
base. Increasing migration flows are generally seen as a positive phenomenon (particularly in
the rapidly ageing countries), although they are also accompanied by a number of negative
side-effects in the way of pandemics and trans-border criminal activities. Rising urbanisation
and regional dependence lead to increased vulnerability to environmental disaster. The
technological advancement which boosts our economies also boosts international criminal
networks. Advanced communications and transport technology can at the same time be used
by smaller groups that fight the new ideological consensus to a lethal effect in combination with
military technology.
3.3.2 FSE Parameters
Table 3 presents an assessment of the high-level parameters for the Return of World Order
FSE.
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Table 3 - Parameter Values - Future Security Environments

Security Environment

Return of World Order

Parameter

Value

Power Distribution

Uni-Polar

Stability

Medium / High

Technology Balance

NATO Superior

Resources

West

World Governance

Strong

Demography

Medium

Global Economic Situation

Growth

3.3.3 Possible Triggers for NATO Involvement
As a result of a better functioning international system, the number of intra-state and inter-state
conflicts decreases significantly. More and more contingencies therefore predominantly
revolve around the requirement for NATO’s military to assist civil authorities, both inside and
outside of Alliance territory. NATO reacts as a result of political and public pressure and
because it is the only organization that has sufficient means to handle such large scale crisis.
3.3.3.1
Nuclear Disasters (i.e. a new Chernobyl)
New nuclear plants based on new technology provide for an ever larger volume of western
energy requirements. The explosion of a recently built power plant in Central Europe causes
serious contamination problems affecting several hundred thousand people. It also feeds the
persistent anti-nuclear movements in Western Europe, leading to violent demonstrations in
several capitals. The governments involved are unable to cope with the ecological and
humanitarian crises and the ensuing breakdown of law and order without outside help and turn
to NATO to send troops and equipment for crisis and consequence management.
3.3.3.2
Insurgents Infiltrate through Europe’s ‘Soft Underbelly’
After having been dormant for some time, anti-systemic visionist groups (inspired by the nowdefunct Al Qaeda) re-open attacks on the critical information and communications technology
infrastructures and other public and private targets within NATO member states. These
insurgent groups emerge from areas where, despite overall global security, local governance
still remains relatively weak. Such areas are declared black holes and NATO is called upon by
these governments to support local authorities in re-establishing law and order.
3.3.3.3
Water Scarcity
Country A pursues a disastrous water management policy along its border, resulting in
extreme scarcity in water supplies for human consumption and industry. This results in
increased border tensions in disputed areas leading a neighbouring country to perceive the
movement of people across its border as insurgent activities organized by Country A
leadership. Fear of full-scale inter-state conflict with major interregional consequences causes
the UN to mediate a treaty and call upon NATO to act by sending a massive peacekeeping
force.
3.3.3.4
Natural Disaster
A massive entirely unexpected earthquake in the Atlantic causes a tsunami that affects several
countries. Casualties are massive and millions are homeless and in need of humanitarian aid.
Governments are unable to cope and also aid by international organizations and NGOs does
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not suffice. Combined with social unrest and a breakdown of law and order, this triggers a call
for NATO support.
3.4

Resurgent Middle East

3.4.1 Narrative Description
Although not connected to the growth in the global Muslim population, the democratic revival
or Islamic renaissance in the Middle East has rekindled hopes and reinvigorated interest in the
ancient Caliphates. The current regimes in the Greater Middle East, all dominated by
democratically elected fundamentalist parties, are continuing the policy of trade integration with
their fellow Muslim countries. Although nationalism in Egypt and especially Persian Iran still
constitutes a powerful force, the days of secular dictatorships seem numbered and the power
of royal prerogative has almost totally disappeared. The New Islamic Community (NIC), a free
trade zone that now stretches from Algeria to Pakistan, seems to waver at an important
crossroads. Potentially the NIC can transform itself into an Islamic Union with corresponding
military might, or it could diversify economic cooperation and expand to the very populous
Muslim countries of Bangladesh and Indonesia. The growing Muslim identity, combined with
the synergy of the elected Islamic regimes and the advantage of one language could well
propel the NIC from a trade zone to a collective security organization.
The redistribution of wealth in the oil kingdoms around the Persian Gulf has not only improved
the plight of the poor there, but it has also stimulated local economies. Although the
inexorable decline in oil production has already started, with some major oil fields nearing
depletion, local economies have been restructured to focus on renewable energy and internal
Arab commodity trade. Many analysts however note that pan-Arabic economic prosperity is
still very much dependant on the extensive Chinese investment projects. The significant
warming of the global climate coupled with the enormous population growth around the
Mediterranean basin is considerably straining water supplies and putting increasing pressure
on the capacity of the NIC countries to feed its populations.
Global governance has suffered under the emergence of the NIC. The UN finds itself more
and more divided between the new major power blocs: the West, the NIC and also a more
assertive Asia. Regional organizations (chief among which the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, the Prophet’s Armies3 and NATO) are increasingly assuming the decisionmaking authority to intervene military in their respective spheres of interest. This has led to the
stabilisation of a number of failed states, especially in Northern Africa; but it is also triggering
an arms race between them.
The threat of asymmetric terror is also always looming. Integration of Arab-Muslim populations
in the West has been strained once again, now that they can appeal allegiance to the NIC. On
the one hand the individualist locals regard the tightly knit local Arab-Muslim communities with
suspicion, whilst on the other hand a clash between the more traditional values (promoted in
the NIC) and those in the West prevents a complete affiliation of all Arab-Muslim communities
to the NIC. The still unsolved Israeli-Palestine conflict has only served to further polarize
groups. Islamic revival in their homeland (including dispensement of the Qu’ranic justice and
the Zakat), and facing bleak prospects for a true multicultural society in their countries of
residence, many are facing a difficult choice.

3

Fictitious organization introduced only for the purpose of this FSE.
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Europe – heavily affected by the NIC’s oil blackmail in the previous decade, still dependent on
external (and mostly ‘hostile’) energy suppliers, still struggling with its own European-Muslim
communities, and in the throes of various environmental woes created by the effects of Global
Warming – is severely weakened. The issue of Turkish membership absorbs much of the EU
residual external energy. At the same time, the shifting of the power balance in Asia has
considerably distracted the US, although current developments signal renewed transatlantic
cooperation. Tension concerning the position of Israel, an enclave in a sea of hostile NIC
members, and the ideological tug-of-war within Turkey, could have great repercussions for NIC
relations with the West. The emergence of a strong Muslim trade bloc on its southern flank,
however, has started to worry western countries.
With its energy provision increasingly at the grace of NIC, 2025 sees the West by and large on
the defensive and increasingly trying to change the balance of power.
3.4.2 FSE Parameters
Table 4 presents an assessment of the high-level parameters for the Resurgent Middle East
FSE.
Table 4 - Parameter Values - Future Security Environments
Security Environment
Parameter
Value

Resurgent Middle East

Power Distribution
Stability
Technology Balance
Resources
World Governance
Demography
Global Economic Situation

Multi-Polar
Medium
Balanced
Other
Weak
Medium
Steady

3.4.3 Possible Triggers for NATO Involvement
3.4.3.1
Conflict Over Oil Scarcity
There are a few countries in the world that do not clearly belong to either of the new power
blocs present in this FSE. One such country, located in an oil-rich region, has friendly ties to
NATO. The country in question is subject of a military coup, and the military junta has
declared allegiance to NIC ideology and is anti-western. A weakened West sees this as one of
the few remaining options for its energy problem and declares its willingness to intervene.
3.4.3.2
Ideological Conflict: Asymmetric Activities within NATO
Within the EU, there are growing cleavages within the Muslim community. Part of that
community has been working hard to mend the wounds that had been created in the first
decade of the 21st century, another part increasingly sees itself as the ‘fifth column’ of the NIC
in the Dar al-Harb (territory of war or chaos – the name for the regions where Islam does not
dominate, where divine will is not observed, and therefore where continuing strife is the norm).
The struggle is primarily of an socio-ideological nature as civilians of NATO member states
assert their traditional historic identities and threaten a bend-or-bust campaign with the Muslim
community. Weakened European regimes invoke Article 5 for a joint struggle against the
‘enemy inside’.
3.4.3.3
NATO Supports a Beleaguered Country
Country A is surrounded by hostile NIC countries, which are economically and militarily far
more potent than in the late 20th century. With threats potentially ranging from nuclear
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diplomacy to wars, Country A’s security is at stake. NATO responds to Country A’s call for
help by providing large scale air support when another country, backed by NIC allies, attacks
Country A.
3.5

Pro-Active China

3.5.1 Narrative Description
China has emerged as a global political and economic peer to the United States, with the
adjacent nations rising in its wake economically. US relative power and influence has also
declined because the US administration’s continued focus on the global war on terror has put
the US in an isolated position within the international system. America’s traditional allies have
adopted a more neutral stand and Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States have reoriented their
international policies towards Asia.
China has successfully transformed the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) into an
Asian alliance based on numerous bilateral security guarantees, despite active containment
policies by US and its few remaining Asian allies. Russia has by and large remained on the
fence between China and NATO.
China’s veto power has essentially doomed the United Nations to irrelevance in the biggest
issues of war and peace. As a consequence both the SCO and NATO increasingly
appropriate themselves the authority to dispense what they see as justice in their spheres of
influence.
Due to a strong commitment of both powers to maintain their respective spheres of influence,
non-state actors are subject to increasing state-control; and the renewed emergence of failed
states has come to an effective halt, at least in those areas that fall clearly under the control of
either bloc. Given this power balance, global stability is on the increase in 2025. Under a new
wave of international patrimony, aligned states in various regions have stabilised their
governance structures, either under US or Chinese guidance. In this regard, the Chinese
sphere of influence is characterized by a gradual secularisation in Africa and Central Asia.
Increasing stability notwithstanding, isolated criminal networks still exist and thrive through
opportunism; forging multiple but covert alliances with major powers.
Technological developments reflect the current status quo. China increasingly relies on an
excellent research infrastructure and maintains a relatively tight grip on the (international)
distribution of scientific knowledge. China’s military furthermore finalised the second stage of
its ambitious space programme. New technologies from China in biological and nano science
also present a major threat to US military supremacy. The “old” West has significant trouble
matching technological developments from the emerging East, and individual states inject
massive contributions on military advancements.
Oil prices are soaring due to growing demand and a significant drop in international supply in
natural resources. China controls crucial assets in Africa, the Caspian Sea and Russia, but
also manages to lower the country’s dependency on crude oil by the introduction of clean coal
and hydrogen power systems. Non-Asian nations are considering to follow the Chinese lead in
renewable energy use, but still depend on conventional resources. In order to anticipate major
shortages in some south-western provinces, China has introduced strict water consumption
policies.
Whereas demographic change, international pollution agreements and water management
(largely due to the unimpeded urbanisation) are key concerns to the world community,
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adherence to legal treaties remains selective. As a consequence, international stability has
become regionalised over time and conflict management mainly draws from regional
organizations and ad-hoc coalitions.
China is the largest and most successful investor in former developing countries, which partly
explains the gradual decline of western and particularly US influence in these regions.
Nevertheless, the European Union has become a middleweight in international trade with a
focus on internal change (both in political and economic terms). Even though measures have
been taken to adapt to Chinese demands, the EU is unable to match the needs of the current
Asian markets. Europe’s social security policies also remain a major problem, as Europe is
still dependent on a massive alien workforce to pay for the needs of its aging populations.
3.5.2 FSE Parameters
Table 5 presents an assessment of the high-level parameters for the Pro-Active China FSE.
Table 5 - Parameter Values - Future Security Environments
Security Environment

Pro-Active China

Parameter

Value

Power Distribution

Bi-Polar

Stability

Medium

Technology Balance

Balanced

Resources

Balanced

World Governance

Weak / Medium

Demography

Medium

Global Economic Situation

Growth

3.5.3 Possible Triggers for NATO involvement
3.5.3.1
Regional Conflict
The growing Chinese economy needs more and more resources, particularly oil and gas.
Fossil fuel scarcity causes western relations with China to deteriorate as China aggressively
searches for supplies. In its attempt to address this issue, China starts making territorial
claims in Country A. NATO which has become almost entirely dependent on Country A for
energy sources, is asked by Country A to provide deterrent support.
3.5.3.2
Peripheral Conflicts of the ‘New Cold War’
China expands its sphere of influence in various regions of the world, especially in regions
where mineral resources are present. Some country on the periphery has become the focus of
this competition. Both China and the US (with its NATO allies) provide local political actors
with lavish funds and military equipment. Inter-state conflicts erupt over issues such as waterscarcity and ethnic minorities in neighbouring states. This drags NATO into these peripheral
battlegrounds of the ‘New Cold War’, wars which the Alliance supports mostly indirectly, but at
times also with ‘boots on the ground.’.
3.5.3.3
Violation of International Treaties
China’s military technology developments are increasingly sophisticated. Its capabilities allow
it to severely disrupt western economic and information network through means that clearly
violate International treaties. NATO fears a surprise strike by China which would seriously
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degrade the capability to defend itself against more conventional attacks. Diplomatic actions
fail and intelligence suggests Chinese action is imminent.
3.6

Globalization And Terror

3.6.1 Narrative Description
The world has continued its progress to globalization. There is a large degree of cooperation
and economic interdependence between states, including an economically resurgent Russia
and a vibrant Asia. Though inter-state conflicts have been limited, intra-state crises in various
regions occur on a regular basis. Internet, fast-speed communications and levelled economic
playing field have robbed the nation state of much of its former significance as the sole
legitimate actor in world affairs – the technology revolution is ‘super-empowering’ individuals,
small interest groups and businesses. Due to these developments, the international system
and the nation state have increasingly lost grip on the many subversive elements; terrorist and
criminal networks thrive.
Where western states are prospering with globalization, others, who have not managed to
integrate and adapt, perceive the current global system as western ‘imperialism’. The global
poverty gap is widening as a consequence, a trend that is occurring even within developed
countries because of massive outsourcing and increasing automation. Serious resentment
against the West is the norm in poorer parts of the world, leading to significant underground
political radicalisation and mobilisation thereof. Globalization and the revolution in information
and communications technology have also led to the widespread proliferation of technology
(including non-state actors), effectively using the West’s technological advantage against the
West. The fact that cyber crimes account for an average 3% of the world financial turnover is
one of the greatest concerns for international trade.
In addition, physical terrorist attacks against the western powers have continued at an
unacceptable rate as the vulnerabilities of open societies are laid bare. Over the years,
fundamentalist networks (both political and religious) have carried out more innovative and
destructive attacks (including the use of WMD). Furthermore, major maritime routes have
repeatedly been targeted by terrorist groups. The West however, is still struggling to find
effective means to combat the threat of terror and isolate the causes of hate. Apart from a
limited commitment to address root causes for radicalisation, a major problem has also been
the widespread reluctance to cooperate on the intelligence level.
Reflecting the West’s inability to safeguard international security, Israel has been subject to
major attacks (both internal and external), as it was effectively left without clear EU or US
support. In fact, Israel has become increasingly hard to govern, and the reigning insecurity
could easily spiral the country into a civil war.
As the West bore the brunt of the terrorist violence at the beginning of the 21st century, Russia
continues to suffer from terrorist violence. Re-orienting its economy towards the West,
Russia’s industrial output increased significantly. Regional disputes at Russia’s borders in
Central Asia remain, fuelled by local business cartels. This has led to a seemingly
unstoppable influx of younger generation refugees into Russia and Europe. Russian trading
and cooperative development with the US strengthened through a special partnership status,
whilst the EU was seen more in a competitive light. In turn, the EU has failed to design an
effective foreign policy and remains focused on internal reforms. Europe seems set to limit the
EU project to a free trade zone and abandon the idea of a political union.
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Relations between China and the West are economically competitive but politically stable. As
Chinese markets continue to conquer the world, many economies in the developing world are
finding it impossible to export products other than raw materials. The scramble for Africa’s
natural resources pits states against multinationals and criminal groupings and prevents local
conflict from being resolved. Agricultural subsidies in the West (and Japan) still impair farming
in poorer nations, and the deteriorating environment is set to cause new droughts, famines and
ecological disasters.
3.6.2 FSE Parameters
Table 6 presents an assessment of the high-level parameters for the Globalization and Terror
FSE.
Table 6 - Parameter Values - Future Security Environments
Security Environment

Parameter

Value

Globalization and Terror

Power Distribution
Stability
Technology Balance
Resources
World Governance
Demography
Global Economic Situation

Uni-Polar
Low
Balanced
Balanced
Medium
High
Growth

3.6.3 Possible Triggers for NATO involvement
3.6.3.1
Critical Infrastructure Attacks by Hackers, Cyber Warriors
Globalization has matured. More and more international companies are the owners of critical
infrastructure and it is all networked. Competition on the world market place is severe.
Economic trade-offs caused a low priority for the protection of this infrastructure. Cyber
warriors and hackers have been able to disrupt power and water distribution networks for long
periods and on a large scale both within and outside NATO. In one of the affected regions
government looses control to various degrees. In extreme cases of anarchy NATO is called
upon to help restore internal security.
3.6.3.2
Pirates And Maritime Terrorists Disrupt World Economy
Pirates, operating from virtually ungoverned coastal areas, have become a major threat to the
world economy. Oil prices jump to never imagined levels. Terrorist groups, sensing that the
pirates have found the West’s Achilles-heel, start to use similar methods in coastal waters and
at times even on the high seas. The flow of commercial goods and oil needs constant military
escort, which puts severe pressure on NATO, Chinese and other naval forces. Expeditionary
operations are undertaken by NATO to root out some of the safe havens for pirates.
3.6.3.3
Failed States on NATO’s Borders
In some countries on NATO’s borders political instability and corruption leads to ever growing
tensions between ethnic groups within and between these countries. With the economic
positions of these nations sliding more and more in comparison to other nations this leads to
major movements and riots which put a huge pressure on the stability in surrounding NATO
and non-NATO countries.
3.7

Comparison of Future Security Environments

Table 7 presents a comparison of the FSEs in terms of their parametric assessment.
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Table 7 - Comparison of FSEs – Parametric Assessment

Parameters
FSEs
Return of
World Order
Resurgent
Middle East
Pro-Active
China
Globalization
and Terror

Power Distribution

Stability

Technology Balance

Resources

World Governance

Demography

Global
Economic
Situation

Uni-Polar

Medium / High

NATO Superior

West

Strong

Medium

Growth

Multi-Polar

Medium

Balanced

Other

Weak

Medium

Steady

Bi-Polar

Medium

Balanced

Balanced

Weak / Medium

Medium

Growth

Uni-Polar

Low

Balanced

Balanced

Medium

High

Growth
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4.

FUTURE NATOS

4.1

Derivation Method for Future NATO

The Future NATOs presented in this study were developed from a scenario-workshop with a
group of twenty leading experts in areas related to NATO. The group was a diverse mix
representing various professional, academic, and ideological backgrounds. It included
currently serving military officers , the members of government departments of Foreign Affairs,
journalists, historians, professors, retired Generals, policy analysts, former Ministers and
former officials. In two parallel sessions, two balanced syndicates independently identified the
key characteristics of NATO that might be subject to future change, the main factors that were
felt to drive that change, and a number of wild cards. The findings of the two syndicates were
similar enough to develop a three-dimensional scenario space, based on the following three
key drivers that had been identified in the syndicates:
•
•
•

Whether or not the US would be willing in 2025 to demonstrate a strong
commitment in NATO;
Whether or not the European Union in 2025 would be a coherent, and therefore
fairly strong, actor in international politics, or a fragmented and hence weak one,
and;
Whether or not in 2025 there would be a commonly perceived threat within
NATO (independently of what that threat might be).
Strong US Commitment
to NATO

Strong Toolbox
NATO

Shared Partnership
NATO

EU
Fragmented/Weak
EU
Coherent/Strong
Europe-centric
NATO

Fragmented Toolbox
NATO

Commonly
Perceived
Threat

Absence of US
Commitment to NATO
Diversely
Perceived
Threat

Figure 4. Key drivers for developing Future NATOs
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Within the scenario space defined based on these three key drivers, four (4) specific ‘Future
NATOs’ for 2025 were developed. Similarly to the development of the FSEs, a series of
parameters were identified as a means to characterise the Future NATOs. These parameters,
and their associated metrics, are presented in Table 8. The table also includes an assessment
of the parameter values of the current NATO.
A brief summary of the main aspects of the selected Future NATOs is presented in Table 9.
The sections following these tables then provide a detailed narrative description of each Future
NATO and an assessment of their characteristics according to the parameters defined in
Table 8.
The narratives of the Future NATOs are primarily drawn from an interpretation of the key
drivers and the parameter values. Nevertheless, reference will also be made to the question of
capabilities, and the type of capabilities NATO has at its disposal. This is a deduction based
upon the parametric assessment and the key drivers, but is essential to grasping the
configuration of the Future NATOs.
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Table 8 - Future NATO Parameters
Parameter

Description

Metric

Current
NATO

Transatlantic Link

The strength of the link – both political and operational – between (mainly)
the United States and its European allies. This has historically fluctuated
since the Washington Treaty between very strong (Cold War period) and
more tenuous (e.g. prior to NATO’s engagement in the Balkans and in the
period surrounding Operation Iraqi Freedom).

Weak <- Medium -> Strong

Medium

US Commitment

The extent to which the United States remains engaged in NATO and
willing to assume a leadership role (which need not be exclusive). This
characteristic has also oscillated since the Washington Treaty – with very
firm and visible US commitment during most of the Cold War, and more
vacillations since then.

Absent <- Moderate
-> Strong

Moderate

Area of Ops

The geographical range within which NATO can operate. During the Cold
War, the conventional interpretation (typically based on an updated
reading of Article 6 of the Washington Treaty) was that the Alliance should
only become active on its own territory. More recently, those geographical
restrictions have been relaxed, as in the case of Afghanistan.

Regional <--> Global

Global

Decision-Making

The extent to which the Alliance is able to make tough decisions. This
aspect of NATO has also changed significantly over the past decades.
While never easy because of the formal requirement of unanimity,
decisions have historically been greatly facilitated by initially the shared
perception of the Soviet threat, and subsequently still the enormous
asymmetrical leverage of the United States within NATO. As those two
factors started changing (not least because of Europe’s gradual reemergence as a strategic actor) the decision-making process within NATO
has become more cumbersome.

Absent <- Difficult -> Effective

Difficult

Top-Down
Guidance

The extent to which NATO as an organization is able to sway the
decisions and actions of its member states. This ability has never been as
large as popularly perceived, as the history of force goals within NATO
clearly demonstrates. It could either increase again or decrease even
further.

Ineffective <- Limited
-> Effective

Limited
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Table 8 - Future NATO Parameters
Metric

Current
NATO

Mission Spectrum

The range within the conflict spectrum in which NATO can carry out
missions. The metric represents a subset of the full range of Alliance
Mission Types (MTs).
Full is defined as the full range of MTs. Broad indicates that all missions
could occur but the 'high-end' offensive missions (such as high intensity
combat operations) would only occur under very compelling conditions.
Limited means restricted to Peace Support Operations and Collective
Defence (CD) missions.

Limited <- Broad -> Full

Broad

Political v Military
nature of NATO

The balance between the Alliance’s political and military dimensions has
changed to some extent since the end of the Cold War (e.g. through
various outreach programs for third countries), but it remains
overwhelmingly geared towards the joint use of the military instrument.
This may either continue to be the case (or even strengthen under certain
scenarios); or could change in the direction of a less military focused
alliance.

Political <--> Military

Military

Membership

NATO has gone through a number of enlargements and reductions4 in the
past decades. Whereas the recent trend has been towards an increase in
membership, the future trend may work in both directions: some new
members will undoubtedly still join NATO, but some might also opt out.

Reduction / No Reduction
Enlargement / No Enlargement

Enlargement

Parameter

4

Description

France (1966–today) and Greece (1974-1980) withdrew from NATO’s integrated military command structure.
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Table 9 - Summary of Selected Future NATOs

Future NATO

Headline Points

Strong Toolbox

This Future NATO represents a combination of strong US commitment, a strong commonly defined security
perception and a relatively weak and fragmented Europe. The US remains a key driving force in NATO and
European states see NATO as the dominant instrument for projection of global stability. NATO is a capable,
modular and flexible tool. The mission spectrum is broad and decision-making within NATO is based upon
coalitions of the willing and able. However, there is still a military capability gap between the US and European
states. Most European states offer limited expeditionary capabilities to crisis management operations, but only a
few European allies are able to fully deploy alongside the US.

Shared
Partnership

Fragmented
Toolbox

Europe-Centric
NATO

This Future NATO represents a combination of strong US commitment with a strong/coherent Europe. The US
remains a key driving force in NATO and US engagement in NATO is accepted, promoted and bolstered by a
strong Europe. In this Future NATO, the degree of a commonly perceived threat becomes less relevant with
respect to NATO’s primary characteristics, although a shared partnership in the presence of a commonly
perceived threat makes for an exceptionally potent and effective NATO. NATO is a highly capable, modular and
flexible instrument at the disposal of these two strategic partners, with a truly global reach and an ambition to
operate along the entire conflict-spectrum. The military capability gap between the US and Europe has been
reduced. Most European militaries have acquired usable expeditionary capabilities that can deploy alongside the
US.
This Future NATO represents a combination of lukewarm US commitment, medium European cohesion and a
strongly divergent perception of the security environment. The transatlantic link is severely weakened. NATO still
has a broad range of tools at its disposal and is still capable of conducting worldwide operations, but it is limited
by divergent political views and aims. Policy priorities are difficult to set. Europe and the US have drifted apart in
terms of their perception of the security environment; with the US focusing on military threats and Europe giving a
higher priority to humanitarian and environmental security issues. Political discussions in NATO overrule military
resolve. There is still a military capability gap between the US and Europe.
This Future NATO represents a combination of a rather coherent Europe, limited US commitment and a fairly
divergent threat perception. The US remains engaged in NATO, but only on the margins. Only the fear of a
trans-Atlantic split keeps the two sides together. Increased unity within Europe has led to a coherent European
crisis management component, which can operate (regionally) with or without US support, but which still
sometimes opts to use NATO (and the assured access to residual NATO-assigned US assets) for EU-led
operations. Operations take place within the regional confines around Europe and NATO has enlarged with more
(northern) European states. The US mostly acts on a unilateral basis, but it at times still supports NATO
operations, even if it attempts to minimize its own participation in them. There is still a problem of interoperability
between US and European capabilities.
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4.2

Strong Toolbox

4.2.1 Narrative Description
The United States remains the dominant player in the international arena and the key driving
force behind NATO. European enlargement has ended up weakening the EU political unity.
The European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) continues to lack strong coordination and
efficacy and the EU remains primarily a civilian power. Both sides of the Atlantic still largely
share a common threat perception and sometimes also agree on how to deal with these
threats.
In this context, NATO remains the primary venue for transatlantic security relations and US
engagement in the Alliance persists. But European NATO member states still lack essential
power projection capabilities and their defence budgets have not increased over the years.
Although reasonably united politically, true military interoperability between the United States
on the one hand and European states on the other hand is reserved to a few European allies.
These states are able to operate alongside the United States in the higher end of conflict
spectrum. Whenever NATO acts in the higher end of the conflict spectrum, it does so on the
basis of ‘coalitions of the willing’ with the United States as lead nation. At times, non-NATO
allies, such as Australia, can also participate in these coalitions of the willing. For lower
intensity operations, some European armed forces can function as lead nations and offer HQs
for operations, however most European NATO member states offer niche capabilities. The
Berlin+ agreements remain in place and are the cornerstone of EU military efforts. Even the
few more capable EU allies, while able to assist the United States across the spectrum, still
require significant support to execute any but the lowest-level operations on their own. With
the United States the only actor truly able to perform full spectrum operations, the rest of
NATO is reliant on each other and the US.
Strong US commitment, a commonly defined threat perception and a strong transatlantic link
have made it possible for NATO to have the full pyramid of certified capabilities at its disposal.
A special operations spearhead, a highly capable and rapidly deployable response force, a
high-readiness but somewhat more slowly deployable force for major combat operations, and
a diverse stabilisation and reconstruction force – all networked together in a NATO grid. The
intra-NATO capabilities gap however remains wide, but this is primarily due to the speed of US
military transformation. Force transformation has continued at a slower pace among European
states, but it has started redressing European weaknesses in the fields of sustainability,
deployability and survivability. This has mostly been achieved through role specialisation and
the development of niche capabilities.
NATO is willing to take up operations all around the world, but the mission determines the
coalition. And so, NATO functions like a toolbox for operations: modular, flexible and wellstocked, where lead-nations pick and choose both allies and assets to create coalitions of the
willing and able. The collective of capabilities at NATO’s disposal can cover the broad range
of missions that the NAC is willing to take. The toolbox is thereby strong.
4.2.2 Parameters
The parameter values for the Strong Toolbox NATO are shown in Table 10.
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Future NATO

Strong
Toolbox

4.3

Table 10 - Parameter Values - Future NATOs
Parameter
Value
Transatlantic Link
US Commitment
Area of Ops
Decision-Making
Top-Down Guidance
Mission Spectrum
Political v Military nature of
NATO
Membership

Strong
Strong
Global
Effective (coalitions of the willing)
Effective
Broad
Mainly military, limited economic and political
instruments
No Enlargement

Shared Partnership

4.3.1 Narrative Description
The European Union has made great strides towards enhanced political unity. Further political
integration has resulted in greater coherence in the field of the European Security and Defence
Policy. The EU is performing more and more military missions, and prefers doing so with
NATO through the Berlin+ framework. European states have developed methods for using
their limited (possibly even higher) defence budgets to make substantial progress in
transforming their militaries in order to perform expeditionary operations in the lower and
middle segments of the conflict spectrum. Because of increased ‘learning’ (through
participation in EU operations) European countries are starting to close the capability gap with
the US. In the strictly military realm, various efficiency gains have been made through a
combination of joint procurement, pooling of European assets (such as air lift capacities) and
some elements of role specialisation. But also in other areas, Europeans are developing
cutting-edge niche capabilities (like the European Gendarmerie Force, which is increasingly
becoming to police crisis-management what the US Armed Forces are in the strictly military
area).
European NATO allies that are members of the EU increasingly formulate their security
interests from an EU perspective and operate as an EU caucus in a two-pillar NATO. Yet
political problems rarely surface within NATO, due to the fact that transatlantic political
discussion takes place within an EU-US strategic partnership (EUSP). Whenever agreement
between the two sides can be reached in a particular crisis, operations are executed through
NATO in a broader and integrated campaign plan that integrates the use of all instruments of
power on both sides of the Atlantic in an effects-based approach. It is precisely also this mix
that allows Europe to be a genuine (and increasingly balanced) partner for the US – something
that remains implausible in the purely military realm.
Despite efficiency gains, there remain critical deficiencies in European forces. Thus a division
of labour has been agreed upon both geographical lines (where European member states
operating without US support carry out military operations predominantly in closer reach to
Europe) and functional lines (with European allies providing niche capabilities even further
afield, but mostly in the pre-conflict and the stabilisation and reconstruction stages of
operations). Even in US-led high-end operations, selected European military forces can
operate with the US and provide added value. This occurs around the globe and in the higher
ranges of the conflict spectrum while making use of established NATO procedures, assets and
capabilities.
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Due to the strong commitment of the United States in NATO, the coherence of the European
Union and the more or less similar appreciation of the threat environment, the transatlantic link
has been kept tight. This is due to the fact that a true equal partnership has been established;
where the United States recognizes the value of European lower-end capabilities and vice
versa the European NATO allies deem it necessary to maintain a potent high-end capability.
The strong transatlantic link has meant a dedication on both sides to NATO and the willingness
to perform operations across the full scale of the mission spectrum.
NATO itself has the full pyramid of certified capabilities at its disposal, with a special
operations spearhead, a highly capable and rapidly deployable response force, a highreadiness but somewhat more slowly deployable force for major combat operations, and a
diverse stabilisation and reconstruction force – all networked together in a NATO grid. At the
same time, there are various pre- and post-conflict capabilities (defence diplomacy, Security
Sector Reform (SSR), defence capacity building, etc.) in the diplomatic, economic, and
informational spheres, in which the (NATO-coordinated) military assets are organically
integrated. Yet top-down guidance from NATO is limited because it now faces competition
with the European Union and ESDP for setting requirements for the European member states.
Nevertheless, after initial unease on both sides, this new arrangement increasingly comes to
be seen as offering the ‘best of both worlds’: European access to US high-end capabilities and
US access to an effective civilian crisis-management capability.
4.3.2 Parameters
The parameter values for the Shared Partnership NATO are shown in Table 11.
Table 11 - Parameter Values - Future NATOs
Future
NATO

Shared
Partnership

4.4

Parameter

Value

Transatlantic Link
US Commitment
Area of Ops
Decision-Making
Top-Down Guidance
Mission Spectrum
Political v Military nature of
NATO
Membership

Strong
Strong, parallel with EU Caucus in NATO
Global
Effective
Limited, capability development through EU
Full
Military, but in broader political context
No Enlargement

Fragmented Toolbox

4.4.1 Narrative Description
European and American perceptions of the security threat surrounding them drifted apart.
Whereas the United States views the world predominantly in ‘Realist’ terms and focuses on
military threats, its European Allies moved further toward a post-modern view of the world that
emphasizes economic, humanitarian, environmental and demographic issues in security. The
transatlantic differences in political and strategic culture have intensified. In terms of
capabilities, most European Allies stepped away from the purely military approach to
contemporary security issues and are focusing on developing crisis response, humanitarian
relief and disaster aid capabilities. The United States has become less interested in this type
of NATO, and prefers building bilateral relations with the more military capable European
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nations. But it maintains a residual interest in NATO as a vehicle for both keeping a broader
pool of potential coalition partners at a minimal level of interoperability and for obtaining access
to the EU’s civilian capabilities (through a Berlin+-reverse mechanism).
Due to the weakened transatlantic link and in particular the divergent threat perceptions, force
transformation in Europe for high-end capabilities has stalled and financial capital has been
mainly invested in low-end capabilities. Most European allies are only capable of performing
low-intensity operations in nearby regional theatres. The European capabilities that have been
developed are modular and can be plugged in easily for coalition force packaging. The US
remains especially focused on high-end operations, although its capabilities in the areas of
stabilisation and reconstruction have also improved. As common security priorities prove
increasingly difficult to set, NATO’s position in the international political arena further erodes
while the Alliance is weakened as a military entity. Heated political discussions within NATO
are interspersed with complete absence of security discussions within the Alliance. The
relevance of NATO’s existence remains under continuous discussion. As political disunity
defines deliberations within NATO the question is how to get the allies to see eye-to-eye on
security issues. European allies prefer security operations through the EU’s European
Security and Defence Policy and the US has a tendency to perform operations unilaterally or
with select allies inside or outside the NATO alliance. NATO’s area of operations remains the
globe although the frequency that actual operations do take place is declining.
Although the toolbox at NATO’s disposal includes instruments ranging from high-end US
capabilities to lower-end European civilian crisis management capabilities, this toolbox is
fragmented as decisions to use them in concert are scarce. NATO attempts to coordinate
members’ efforts throughout the pyramid of military capabilities (special operations, response
force, diverse stabilisation and reconstruction force – all barely or weakly networked in a NATO
grid). These tools can be called upon by coalitions of the willing. While the tools are present
among NATO allies, bringing them together requires overcoming political obstacles.
4.4.2 Parameters
The parameter values for the Fragmented Toolbox NATO are shown in Table 12.
Future NATO

Fragmented
Toolbox

4.5

Table 12 - Parameter Values - Future NATOs
Parameter
Value
Transatlantic Link
US Commitment
Area of Ops
Decision-Making
Top-Down Guidance
Mission Spectrum
Political v Military nature of
NATO
Membership

Weak
Moderate
Global
Difficult
Ineffective
Broad
Strong political characteristics, limited military
No Enlargement

Europe-Centric NATO

4.5.1 Narrative Description
Increased political unity within the European Union has had a strong impact on NATO. A
relatively successful European Security and Defence Policy has led to a coherent, more
‘holistic’ European crisis-management component, which can operate with or without US
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support. US commitment in NATO has been waning as it remains focused on high-end
threats. Although European allies recognize these threats, the solutions are defined
differently. This divergence in how to solve security threats has led to a weakening of the
transatlantic link. While the US has pushed for increased capabilities to enable global
deployability, European allies have focused on creating capabilities for stabilisation and
reconstruction missions. The capabilities of these European allies are modular and lead
nations are available for operations in the lower and middle segment of the conflict spectrum.
Fear of a structural transatlantic rift stops the Allies from giving up on NATO altogether. The
result is a persisting, albeit marginal level of American commitment to NATO and increased
political debates within the NATO institutions.
For European allies, NATO remains the primary forum for security issues due to the historic
transatlantic link, the exchange of technology and the Article V defence guarantee. While the
United States increasingly operates on a unilateral basis and does not participate in NATO
operations, it has politically supported the operations undertaken by its European allies
(making use of the residual NATO assets and capabilities through the Berlin+-mechanism).
Similarly, the European fear of a rift with the Americans has led to operations being undertaken
under a NATO flag. Because European states cannot operate alongside the US in highintensity operations, NATO does not perform these missions – although selected European
nations continue to participate in US-led non-NATO coalitions of the willing. NATO now only
conducts lower-intensity operations, undertaken by European lead nations with European
nations, without US military support albeit under a NATO flag and with a transatlantic
consensus. As a result, the European pillar of NATO is bearing most of the burden of a NATO
that has essentially become a European crisis-management agency with US political support.
Several other EU member states have joined NATO.
4.5.2 Parameters
The parameter values for the Europe-Centric NATO are shown in Table 13.
Future NATO

Europe-Centric
NATO

4.6

Table 13 - Parameter Values - Future NATOs
Parameter
Value
Transatlantic Link
US Commitment
Area of Ops
Decision-Making
Top-Down Guidance
Mission Spectrum
Political v Military nature of
NATO
Membership

Weak
Limited
Regional (near to Europe)
Difficult
Ineffective, driven by ESDP
Limited
Political
Enlarged with more European states

Comparison of Future NATOs

Table 14 presents a comparison of the 4 Future NATOs in terms of their parametric
assessment.
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Table 14 - Comparison of Future NATOs
Parameters
Future
NATOs
2025

Strong
Toolbox

Transatlantic
Link

US
Commitment

Top - Down
Guidance

Mission
Spectrum

Political v
Military
nature of
NATO

Membership

No
Enlargement

Area of
Ops

DecisionMaking

Global

Effective
(coalitions of
the willing)

Effective

Broad

Mainly military,
limited
economic &
political
instruments

Full

Military, but in
broader
political context

No
Enlargement

Strong

Strong

Shared
Partnership

Strong

Strong, parallel
with EU caucus
in NATO

Global

Effective

Limited,
capability
development
through EU

Fragmented
Toolbox

Weak

Moderate

Global

Difficult

Ineffective

Broad

Strong political
characteristics,
limited military

No
Enlargement

EuropeCentric
NATO

Weak

Limited

Regional
(near to
Europe)

Difficult

Ineffective,
driven by
ESDP

Limited

Political

Enlarged with
more European
states
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5.

FUTURE WORLD SCENARIOS

5.1

Overview

Having developed a set of alternative Future Security Environments and Future NATOs, the
next step in the analysis consisted in defining Future world scenarios. These worlds are meant
to represent a range of potential futures for the 2025 timeframe, considering possible
alternatives for the security environment and NATO as a whole. Having discussed alternative
security environments (the FSEs) and alternative NATOs (the FNs), it is proposed to consider
a Future World as being built from the combination of a specific FSE with a specific FN.
Having identified 4 distinct FSEs and 4 FNs, a total of 16 potential Future world scenarios
could be investigated. These combinations are portrayed in Table 15.
Table 15 - Combining Future NATOs with Future Security Environments

Return of World
Order

Resurgent Middle
East

Pro-Active China

Globalization and
Terror

Future NATOs (FNs)

Future Security Environments (FSEs)

Strong Toolbox

FW 1

FW 2

FW 3

FW 4

Shared Partnership

FW 5

FW 6

FW 7

FW 8

Fragmented Toolbox

FW 9

FW 10

FW 11

FW 12

Europe-Centric NATO

FW 13

FW 14

FW 15

FW 16

Given the time constraints for the conduct of this study, it was not feasible to retain all potential
Future world scenarios for further analysis. Therefore a subset of the FWs had to be identified.
The objective was to select a small number of FWs that would still allow the coverage of a
reasonable range of the entire scenario space. After discussion with the study’s sponsor, it
was agreed to focus the initial analysis on the four (4) Future world scenarios involving the
Shared Partnership NATO. In the judgement of the military Strategic Commands, this is the
Future NATO description that most closely matches the political ambition of NATO as stated at
NATO summits and in political and strategic direction to the Strategic Commands since 2000.
Consequently, the following four (4) Future world scenarios have been identified for further
analysis:
1.

Return of World Order + Shared Partnership NATO

2.

Resurgent Middle East + Shared Partnership NATO
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3.

Pro-Active China + Shared Partnership NATO

4.

Globalization and Terror + Shared Partnership NATO

5.2

Future World Scenarios Descriptions

Having identified the Future world scenarios to be considered for further analysis, the next step
consists of developing these worlds in such a way as to include the inputs needed for the
implementation of the LTCR derivation methodology. The description of the selected Future
world scenarios should include information that will support the identification and development
of representative planning situations (which can be seen as the occurrence of a mission type in
a given geographical area), which will then be used as the setting for the analysis of NATO
long-term capability requirements. The following main areas will be described for each FW:
•
•

A brief overview of the Future World;
An assessment of the types of missions that NATO could potentially undertake in
this FW, and;
•
An assessment of the technology that could be available to NATO and potential
opponents.
These items are further discussed in the following paragraphs.
5.2.1 FW Overview
This section of the FW description presents a short summary of the FSE and of the FN
involved in this FW.
5.2.2 Mission Types Assessment
It is acknowledged that several types of missions could potentially occur in each FW. However
an attempt has been made to identify a small subset of types of operations that seem more
relevant in a given FW based on the possible triggers discussed in the FSE and on the FN
concerned in the FW. Additionally a review of the capability requirements derived in the DRR
study was carried out in order to identify the types of missions that tend to drive a wide range
of military capabilities. These missions, although not explicitly discussed in this report, are:
•

Collective Defence (CD) – Collective Defence of NATO territory against regional
aggression;
•
Counter Terrorism (CT) – Elimination of terrorist haven embedded within a failed
state;
•
Defence of Critical Economic Lines of Communication (EL) – A NATO-led
operation to protect shipping routes;
•
Evacuation (EV) – Evacuation of peacekeeping forces threatened by renewed
violence, and;
•
Peace Enforcement (PE) – Peace Enforcement force to provide a secure
environment under which law and order can be restored in a failed state.
As indicated before, the classification of this report prevents from providing specific information
about potential regions of concerns. These will be discussed during the selection and
development of representative planning situations as part of the methodology to support the
derivation of LTCRs.
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5.2.3 Technology Assessment
The purpose of this section in the FW description is to present a high-level assessment of the
level of technology that could be available to NATO (and Alliance member nations) as well as
to potential opponents. As described in the Introduction (Figure 1), such information is
necessary for the analysis of the long term requirements.
Providing an adequate assessment of the level of technology available to a wide range of
potential opponents, in the 4 FSEs presented in this report, would require much more time
than was available for the conduct of this study. Therefore this report focuses on presenting
the type of information / assessment that is required in order to proceed further with the
identification of representative situations and the analysis of capability requirements in these
situations.
A proposed approach to summarising the level of technology that could be available to
potential opponents or regions is discussed here. This draws on the more detailed analysis of
technology developments conducted under the umbrella of Work Package 3 and reported in
[4].
In Section 3.1.1 “Technology Balance” was identified as a high-level parameter for
characterising FSEs. This parameter was further defined in Table 1 to reflect the relative
technology balance between NATO and potential opponents using the following metric scale:
NATO Superior, Balanced, and NATO Inferior. The determination of this parameter for a
specific FSE therefore requires an assessment of technology maturity levels for both NATO
and potential opponents in the timeframe of interest. It was in support of this objective for the
2025 timeframe that the Technology Forecast Report at [4] was produced.
Producing an assessment of a nation’s technology level requires an additional technology
metric from which the Technology Balance can then be determined. Such a technology metric
can be based on the state-of-art or leading edge (and therefore not generally available)
technology that is available for the timeframe of interest. Relative to this, the following
technology levels can then be defined: current generation, previous generation and older
generation. A suitable technology metric for the 2025 timeframe would therefore have the
following scale:
•
LE: Leading Edge
•
CG: Current Generation (2025)
•
PG: Previous Generation (2005 level)
•
OG: Older Generations (Pre-2005)
This scale can be used to indicate the technology level of a nation with respect to its fielded
military systems based on that available globally. In terms of today’s military technologies,
NATO as a whole may be classified as current generation, with some NATO nations
introducing leading edge systems and others using systems that are now starting to slip into
the previous generation category. Non-NATO nations today fall across the spectrum of older
generation to current generation, with some leading edge technologies being available.
A blanket all-encompassing measure of a nation’s technology level is difficult to specify unless
account is taken of the major technology areas and how they interact to provide a resultant
military capability. For example, many NATO nations today are still fielding combat aircraft
manufactured 20+ years ago and therefore of the previous generation by the above scale.
These aircraft have seen various avionics, sensor and weapon system upgrades such that
their communications, sensors and weapon capabilities are current generation, or even leading
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edge in some areas. This suggests that a nation’s technology level should be measured in
various focus areas from which an overall technology level could then be obtained through an
aggregation process.
It was with this decomposition in mind that Work Package 3 analysed the technological
contributions to the following six military focus areas:
•
Communications
•
Sensors
•
Information Systems
•
Platforms
•
Effectors
•
Logistics
By identifying the technological contributions to these focus areas, and then performing a
forecast of development over the next 20 years for the enabling technologies, Work Package 3
has provided a mechanism through which trends in development of military capabilities for
these focus areas can be assessed. Understanding such potential trends in the context of
specific, particularly non-NATO, nations still requires further analysis.
Many other factors will affect what military technologies a nation will gain access to over the
next 20 years. These include technology proliferation and fiscal and geo-political
considerations. One method to assess this would involve the identification of technology
development roadmaps. Such roadmaps would include the dependence of system level
technologies on underpinning technologies, including what levels of underpinning technologies
are required to gain a specific level of a system level technology. It would have to reflect
mechanisms for gaining access to technologies through either indigenous “breakthroughs” or
technology proliferation. Both of these mechanisms will have dependencies on available fiscal
resource, and how they can be exploited will depend on manufacturing infrastructure. The
roadmaps for cases where potential opponent nations are performing catch-up to NATO could
be based on our current understanding of the associated technology development.
Technology development trends for nations of interest could then be accessed in context of
these roadmaps.
A final aspect for assessing Technology Balance is developing an understanding of the
interactions amongst technology areas, particularly how an advance in one technology area
may make military capabilities utilising other technologies obsolete.
Given the outstanding issues of appraising technological developments for specific nations of
interest, further work is required in the area of emerging technology appraisals for nations of
interest in the 2025 timeframe. Further analyses should aim at producing assessments that
could be portrayed in a format similar to the one presented in Table 16, where LE, CG, PG and
OG are as defined above.

NATO
Region 1
Region 2

Table 16 - Availability of Technology (in Military Focus Areas)
Informatio Platform
Comms Sensors
Effectors Logistics
n Systems
s
LE
LE
LE
LE
LE
LE
Potential Opponents
PG
CG
PG
PG
CG
PG
PG
PG
OG
PG
CG
OG
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5.3

Return Of World Order + Shared Partnership

5.3.1 Overview
This Future World encapsulates a combination between a strong and capable NATO as the
military component of a western ‘holistic’ perspective on security, and a security environment
where global governing institutions are strong, international rule of law is more or less
respected, yet where resource scarcity and asymmetric threats are present. In the preceding
period, NATO was extremely active as a policeman with a strong crisis-management role, and
it continues to do so in the (ever more infrequent) cases where crises erupt. Major
contingencies involve attempts to bring order to failed states, humanitarian crises driven by
poverty or dealing with pockets of terrorist sanctuary. At the same time, NATO has an
increased crisis- and disaster-management responsibility within the NATO area (and even
beyond) through military assistance to civilian authorities.
5.3.2 NATO Mission Space
NATO’s missions could encompass the full spectrum of conflict, and the political willingness is
there to bring NATO’s value to a wide range of contingencies. Examples of missions in this
Future World might be:
•
•
•
•
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Disaster relief operation in the event of a nuclear or chemical disaster;
Dealing with pockets of ungoverned areas which function as terrorist sanctuaries
in NATO’s territorial proximity;
A traditional peacekeeping operation driven by water scarcity in an ‘out-of-area’
theatre;
Assistance to civilian authorities in the event of a natural disaster such as mass
flooding, earthquakes, etc.

Resurgent Middle East + Shared Partnership

5.4.1 Overview
In this Future World, NATO has a full-spectrum capability at its disposal and when it acts it
does so resolutely. European and US perceptions of security are more or less similar, and the
transatlantic link is strong. In this world, NATO is confronted with an environment where
ideology plays an important role. The rise of China has brought Asia closer together and the
rise of a New Islamic Community (NIC) has led to growing cohesion of ideologically united
Arab countries. This ideology is predominantly pro-Arab, pro-Muslim and not necessarily prowestern. At the same time, the New Islamic Community is holding most of the cards when it
comes to European state’s oil and gas supplies, which raises renewed questions about
NATO’s dependency on NIC-hydrocarbons. As the Muslim communities try to define
themselves in US and European societies, internal friction is created within the NATO member
states. Because of the resource and the domestic implications, the NIC warrants most of
NATO’s attention. The location of Israel surrounded by an ideologically unified and
increasingly powerful NIC has not made relations between the two any easier.
5.4.2 NATO Mission Space
NATO’s missions could encompass the full spectrum of conflict and NATO has the capabilities
to perform any type of military operation it sets its mind to. Some examples of potential NATO
operations might be:
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•

•
•

5.5

Humanitarian intervention / military operations to support democracy. A PfP
member state is located in an oil-rich region and has strong and friendly ties to
NATO. This PfP member state is subject to a military coup, and the military junta
has declared allegiance to NIC ideology and is anti-western. NATO has a
mandate to provide military support to the PfP member state.
Counter-terror operations within NATO area. NATO is asked to assist civil
authorities to deal with terrorist elements inside NATO territory. These terrorists
are voicing support for the NIC.
Military support to a beleaguered country. NIC countries have formed a coalition
and have launched an attack on areas of interest to the beleaguered country.
NATO has answered to a call from the country’s government to support its
defence force.

Pro-Active China + Shared Partnership

5.5.1 Overview
This Future World represents a world with a strong and capable West with a holistic
perspective on security and global outlook with NATO as its primary military instrument, and
where East Asia has risen as a region of great economic and political power. This has
resulted from China becoming a regionally dominant power and transforming into a potent
military force. The influence of global security institutions has dwindled and regional security
arrangements dictate the political security landscape. The threat of terrorism and state failure
has been reduced as the two regional blocs have provided stability in their spheres of influence
and are trying to find and foster allies outside these spheres. Chinese technological abilities
are on par with the United States while East Asia’s resource consumption, which equals that of
the West, is driving prices to previously unseen heights. Older generations who remember the
Cold War era are experiencing a déjà-vu.
5.5.2 NATO Mission Space
The range of NATO’s missions could encompass the full spectrum of conflict, and NATO’s
unified outlook makes it a capable military organization. Examples of missions in this Future
World might be:
•
•

•

Regional conflict: A resource conflict between China and a neighbouring country
has led to an escalation of violence. The country in question asks NATO for
support in deterrence activities.
Wars on the fringes of the spheres of influence: Central Asia has become a
frontier zone between the West and the Far East. With both competing blocs
vying for the economic resources of Central Asia and with the use of indirectly
supported local groups, ethnic conflicts erupt along the Eastern regions of the
Caspian Basin. Some of these small conflicts have the potential to erupt into fullblown hot wars. NATO considers sending in military assets.
Violation of International Treaties: China’s military technology developments are
increasingly sophisticated. These technological capabilities have led China to
carry out actions via means that clearly violate International treaties.
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5.6

Globalization and Terror + Shared Partnership

5.6.1 Overview
In this Future World, the transatlantic link is tight, the European Union is a coherent political
and military actor, US dedication to NATO is strong yet has facilitated the establishment of an
equal partnership with the European NATO allies. NATO is the strong and militarily capable
exponent of the West’s holistic security approach. In this world, the security environment is
troublesome and chaotic. Increased globalization and greater economic dependencies have
meant relatively stable interstate relations. However the role of non-state actors has
increased. The spread of lethal technologies has also meant a greater power to non-state
actors. Intra-state conflicts erupt as governments across the globe are losing control over
large swaths of their territory. The fruits of globalization have mainly nourished governments,
corporations and the West, as they are the driving forces behind the increasingly networked
world. This has led to large groups of frustrated peoples voicing opinions of
disenfranchisement and inequality. The anger of the super-empowered few has also been
directed at the West. Transnational crime, proliferation of WMD and the malevolence of
certain non-state actors have made the world a more and more difficult place to govern for the
well-wishing community of states.
5.6.2 NATO Mission Space
NATO’s mission spectrum is broad, and the political willingness is there to bring NATO’s value
to a wide range of contingencies. Examples of missions in this Future World might be:
•
•

•

Assistance to civilian authorities following attacks by cyber warriors on selected
nodes of critical infrastructure.
Anti-piracy operations: A swarm of non-state actors are threatening major traderoutes. Although the attacks are uncoordinated their increasing number is
worrying. NATO participates in escorting the commercial vessels as well as
dealing with the pirates’ places of sanctuary.
Counter-insurgency operations: On NATO’s borders, governments are having
difficulty maintaining control over large parts of their territory. Swaths of land
have been ceded to non-state actors and the stability of the region is at stake.
NATO engages in counter-insurgency operations to bring these areas back to the
rule of law of the governing state.
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ANNEX A – SCENARIO EXERCISES
A.1

SCENARIO EXERCISES CONSIDERED IN ANALYSIS OF FUTURE SECURITY
ENVIRONMENTS
The table below presents a summary of the strategic foresight exercises considered
during the analysis of the Future Security Environments. It indicates the Organization
who conducted or sponsored the study, the title of the exercise (with a link to the list of
references), and the year of publication.
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Table A.1 - – Overview of Strategic Foresight Exercises
Organization

Title

Publication
Year

Air University, Maxwell AFB

AIRFORCE 2025 [5]

American Council UN University

The Millennium Project [6]

Australian Government

Defence White Papers [7, 8]

Boeing

Frontiers 2025 [9]

2004

Business Council of Australia

Aspire Australia 2025 [10]

2004

California Institute of Technology

Which World? [11]

1998

Canadian Defence Forces

A Strategy for 2020 [12]

1999

Challenge! Forum (UK)

Geopolitics - The Next Wave [13]

2004

Challenge! Forum (UK)

Scenarios for 2025 [14]

2003

Centre for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS)

Seven Futures Project [15]

2005

European Commission

Scenarios for future of European Integration
(2010) [16]

1999

French MoD

Plan Prospectif-30 [17]

2003

Gallopin, Hammond, Raskin and Swart

Branch Points: Global Scenarios and
Human Choice [18]

1997

Global Business Network

Abrupt Climate Change Scenario and its
Implications for United States National
Security [19]

2003

Global Business Network

Politics in Middle-East (scenarios for World
Affairs Council) [20]

2005

Government of India, Planning
Commission

Towards a Consensus View of the Security
Environment, 2002-2020. [21]

2002

Institute of Nuclear Materials
Management

Post 9/11 Scenarios [22]

2002

Northrop Grumman

Defining the Future of National Security: A
Planner's Guide [23]

2004

OECD

Alternative Futures 2000-2025

2000

Outsights

Scenarios for the Poorest: the View from
2030 [25]

2004

Rabobank

‘Viewing Futures' scenario planning [26]

2003

S. Tangredi

Towards a Consensus View of the Security
Environment, 2001-2025 [27]

2001

Shell International

Global Scenarios [28]

2005

Shell International

Energy needs. Scenarios to 2050 [29]

2001

South Africa, Department of Science
and Technology

Foresight Crime Prevention, Criminal
Justice and Defence Report
[30]

1998

UK MoD Joint Doctrine and Concept
Centre

Strategic Trends [31, 32, 33]

UNAIDS

AIDS in Africa [34]

2005

US National Intelligence Council

Mapping the Global Future 2020 [35]

2004

World Business Council for Sustainable
Development

Exploring Sustainable Development [36]

1997
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1996
1997-2005
2000 & 2003

2002-2004

ANNEX B – DETAILED FSE PARAMETERS
B.1 OVERVIEW
The tables presented in this Appendix summarise the more detailed FSE parameters – the
breakdown of the high-level parameter categories5 that were distilled from existing scenario
exercises. The main purpose of this more detailed analysis was twofold:
•

To ensure that the selected FSEs represented enough variance across the
parameter values that were observed in the scenario exercises. If for instance in
the following tables the different FSEs would have identical values for most of the
detailed parameters, it would be obvious that the selection of FSEs was illchosen. These tables illustrate that this is not the case.
•
To provide more detail in the FSE narratives. By presenting more detail, the
actual narratives provide greater resolution for the subsequent positioning of
representative planning situations within these FSEs.
To illustrate how this was done, the following tables provide – sorted by high-level parameters
– the description of the selected more detailed parameters. For each detailed parameter, the
description is further amplified by proposing a metric to evaluate the parameter along with an
assessment of the parameter values (according to the proposed metric) for NATO’s current
security environment (i.e. Today’s World). An assessment of each detailed parameter has
also been made for each of the retained FSEs.
It should be pointed out that often multiple values for these detailed parameters could be
appropriate for the selected FSE. For example, with respect to the detailed parameter ‘Peer
Competitors’ in the FSE ‘Resurgent Middle East’, NATO may plausibly be confronted with
either one (the NIC) or multiple peer competitors (e.g. the NIC and China). However an
attempt was made to be as precise as possible in all narratives, and therefore the choice in
this FSE was made for one single peer competitor. This is also the box that is checked in the
corresponding table below.
The detailed parameters proposed in this Appendix were derived from consulting a wide range
of literature published on related topics, including the following: power distribution [37],
potential peer competitors [38], socio-cultural shifts [35], population trends and environmental
impact [39], transnational crime [40], resources and demography [41],

5

It should be pointed out that the high-level parameters are not aggregates of the more detailed parameters, but rather a more high-level
expression of that category.

B-1

Main locus of global
security management

1.Global management of
security issues (e.g. UN)

B-2

2. Regional management
of security issues (e.g.
NATO, OSCE, etc.)

3. National management
of security issues

x

x

Globalization
and Terror

The power distribution in the world is affected by how the
international landscape is organized and where security
issues of a global reach are addressed. Are there supranational or inter-governmental organizations of stature that
are able to influence the activities of states? In the presentday system, the United Nations is the sole global political
entity facilitating the solution of security problems through
multilateral and particularly global channels. However, the
efficacy of this organization is dependent upon the
legitimacy it enjoys among the global community of states,
the acceptance of the UN as a security instrument and the
means it is accorded. All of these elements have fluctuated
since the creation of the UN, and they are highly likely to
continue to fluctuate. In the event that the United Nations
becomes a less powerful entity in global affairs, it could lead
to new methods for states to address their security
concerns. This could be on a multinational basis through
regional organizations (currently still mostly seen as ‘subcontractors’ for the UN), or through unilateralism. If however
the global security system as expressed through the United
Nations and its subsidiary institutions were strengthened
and states would more and more refer to it for their security
issues, global power would also be redistributed.

Pro-Active
China

Metric

Resurgent
Middle East

Description

Return of World
Order

Detailed Parameters

Today’s World

B.1.1 Power Distribution

x
x

x

Cohesiveness of peer
competitor(s)

Not only the mere existence of (a) peer competitor(s), but
also that/those competitor(s) cohesiveness is likely to affect
global power relations. This cohesiveness could be within
states (e.g. in case of the Pro-Active China as a single peer
competitor, the ethnic political, or socio-economic internal
cohesion of China) or between states (e.g. if the West were
to confront a coalition of states, a strongly consolidated
competing alliance would pose fundamentally different
challenges from a loose one).

B-3

x

x

x

x

1. Cohesive competitors

x

2. Medium cohesiveness

3. Fractious competitors

Globalization
and Terror

x

2. Multiple peer
competitor nation states

3. Absence of nation
state peer competitors

Pro-Active China

1. Single peer competitor
nation state

Emergence of peer
competitor(s)

NATO will be significantly impacted by the rise of economic,
technical, and military peers—probably in that order of
temporal occurrence and plausibility. By 2025 China, is
likely to be the second-largest economy in the world with a
resource consumption within NATO’s range. Economic
power could be translated into military power, and a stronger
expression of Chinese political will. This is not likely to
overlap completely with that of NATO. A peer competitor
can also be a non-state actor; a corporation, organization or
network that enjoys strong ideological appeal and has ample
financial resources translated into military potential capable
of threatening the position of NATO as a global actor. The
rise of one or more peer competitors would lead to a
different global power dynamic.

Resurgent
Middle East

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x

x

x

x

B-4

x

x

2. Number of failed
states is constant

x

3. Number of failed
states decreases

2. Number of rogue
states is constant
3. Number of rogue
states decreases

Globalization
and Terror

1. Number of rogue
states increases

Pro-Active China

The presence of rogue states is another parameter that may
change in the coming decades. The difference with the
previous parameter is that this parameter includes nonstatus-quo states with a functioning government that are
determined on actively changing the status quo with assets
and methods that lie within their means. Parameter values
include: a few rogue states (present); more rogue states; or
no rogue states.

Resurgent
Middle East

1. Number of failed
states increases

Failed (or weak) states,
no-go areas

The territorial expansion or contraction of areas lacking
effective governance is a major feature of NATO’s future
security environment. They represent staging areas for
terrorist strikes against NATO, breeding grounds for
humanitarian disasters requiring NATO intervention, and
ingress/egress routes for multiple types of bad actors
interested in access to NATO territory and forces. Areas
lacking accountable governance structures are the weak
spots of the international social fabric and undermine
international and in particular regional stability. The
importance in relation to the distribution of power is whether
these areas pose a direct threat to NATO due to an increase
in their number and proximity to NATO territory or in the
activities that arise from them, or whether the threat remains
minimal or disappears altogether.

Rogue states

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

B-5

x

x

x

3. Non-state actors
create systemic change

2. Number of WMD
states remains constant
3. Non-state actors
acquire WMD

Globalization
and Terror

1. Additional nation
states acquire WMD

x

Pro-Active
China

The acquisition of WMD by rogue states and terrorist
networks will probably be a key feature of the future global
security environment. Regional powers that acquire WMD
and delivery systems capable of striking NATO territory are
no longer regional powers capable of access denial but a
form of single vector peer competitor, while terrorist
networks that can employ WMD against NATO forces,
citizens, or territory are strategic threats by definition.

2. Non-state actors
undermine international
security

Resurgent
Middle East

1. Non-state actors do
not affect international
security

Non-state actors
(catastrophic terrorism,
international crime,
transnational crime, piracy,
corporations)

Non-state actors that negatively impact international security
can be terrorists with catastrophic intent, international crime
syndicates, transnational crime, pirates but also
multinational corporations that indirectly undermine the
security of states. These non-state actors, which are difficult
to trace and target, usually operate out of areas subject to
state failure where there is an absence of an accountable
governance structure. These actors create instability and
their activities affect the legitimacy of states. The level to
which their actions undermine international security
constitutes their relevance to power distribution. If non-state
actors acquire significant potential to undermine the
structures of global or regional stability, it constitutes a
change in the distribution of power. For NATO this would be
of concern, even if the effect was not taking place in the
traditional NATO area of operations. In 2025 however it is
unknown whether the actions by non-state actors will lead to
undermining effects or not. The most extreme example is
where a non-state actor is able to bring about systemic
change, such as the event where a super-empowered Al
Qaeda-like network is able to bring about its vision of an
Islamic Caliphate.

Proliferation of WMD and
delivery capability

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x

x

x
x

x
x
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x

2. Positive influence

x

x

x

x

x

3. No impact

x

1. West retains dominant
influence

x

x

2. Asia gains dominant
influence

3. Islamic World gains
dominant influence

Globalization
and Terror

Socio-cultural shifts

Two decades hence, globalization will have a very different
“look and feel” from its current American/West European
form. This parameter recognizes the effect on power
distribution of shifts in “soft” power. The growth rate and
integration of Asian economies will shift the current
perception of NATO in many quarters of the world. An
emerging Pan Asian pre-eminence will complement the
picture of globalization and become a socio-cultural force
potentially capable of balancing vis-à-vis the West. The role
of the Islamic world, and the appeal of pan-Islamic ideas will
similarly have an effect on the “soft” power distribution in the
world.

1. Negative influence

Pro-Active China

Proliferation of Technology
to competitors affects
balance of power

Technology will continue to become more readily and widely
available as globalization spreads. The nature of the
technology is not so much important, rather its effect on the
overall balance of power. In light of the distribution of power
it is essential whether the proliferation of technology will
empower potential adversaries more than it does NATO,
thereby negatively influencing the balance of power, or the
other way around.

Resurgent
Middle East

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x

This parameter represents the various identity issues that
can lead to political violence. For instance, the actual sense
of identity of large segments of the population can provide a
fertile feeding ground for political entrepreneurs who are
able to mobilize those segments. In history, ethnicity and
religion have proven to be particularly virulent strains of this
phenomenon, but other such cleavages may yet emerge.
The parameter is divided in: a single cleavage that is
manipulated, multiple cleavages that are mutually
reinforcing and multiple cross-cutting cleavages.

1. A single cleavage that is
manipulated by political
entrepreneurs

Ability of political
entrepreneurs to mobilize
communities around identity
issues (such as ethnicity,
religion, race and possibly
even other new cleavages)
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2. Regional nation-building
and governance
periodically disrupted

x

x

3. Regional nation-building
and governance improve
over time

2. Multiple mutually
reinforcing cleavages
3. Multiple cross-cutting
cleavages

Globalization
and Terror

1. Regional nation-building
and governance severely
disrupted

Non-conflict instability
resulting from nation-building
efforts

A proliferation of more or less autonomous sub-state entities
along ethnic lines will severely hamper the progress of
regional nation-building efforts, even when such a process
is not associated with an immediate increase in violent
conflicts Newly drawn borders and confusion or
disagreement about governing mandates adversely affect
the regional security environment, as nation-building efforts
are eroded through a process of balkanisation and internal
civic tension. It often is a precursor to violent conflict. For
2025, stability will be for a large part determined by the
success of nation-building efforts.

Pro-Active
China

Metric

Resurgent
Middle East

Description

Return of World
Order

Detailed Parameters

Today’s World

B.1.2 Stability

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

As globalization progresses and the developing world
industrializes, the environmental impact will create
numerous potential instabilities. NATO will not be directly
involved in managing these growing economies to a level of
maturity at which regulation and technology are employed to
dampen the environmental impact of growth, but it could well
be key in managing the overt consequences of failure in
these areas. Especially when linking serious transnational
environmental disruption with other security parameters
such as Power Distribution, Resources, World Governance,
and Global Economic Situation, (regional) stability may very
well be adversely affected through adverse neighborhood
effects.
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1. Multiple, global and
recurring

Globalization
and Terror
x

x

x

x

1. Significant trans-border
pollution and climate
change
2. Moderate trans-border
pollution and climate
change
3. Limited trans-border
pollution and climate
change

Pro-Active
China

x

2. Multiple, regional and
recurring

3. Limited, regional and
non-recurring

Resurgent
Middle East

Pandemics

Few forces are more destabilizing than regional and/or
global pandemics. Maintaining order in the wake of
widespread disease or disaster may well require NATO
operations in key regions of Eurasia. This parameter links
the Stability security parameter with the Power Distribution
(historically, pandemics have shifted local and regional
power balances), World Governance (a global pandemic
would place incredible stress on national and international
institutions), Demography (radical depopulation of key
countries and regions is a typical pandemic effect), and
Global Economic Situation (pandemics will have serious
negative consequences for regional and global GDP growth)
parameters. Furthermore, the ability to contain, handle or
ward off pandemics is very much linked to the region’s
economic situation, through the quality and reach of the
regional healthcare infrastructure that provides medical
services.

Environmental / climatic
damage and/or disruption

Metric

Return of
World Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x
x

x

x

x

B.1.3 Technology Balance
No detailed parameters have been developed for Technology Balance. As discussed in the
main text, the assessment of technology must consider several factors such as those
discussed in the detailed technology report [4], and further analysis is required to provide a
technology evaluation for each FSE.
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B-10

3. Adequate global supply
and access

x

x

x

x
x

3. Demand exceeds
available supply

2. Scarcity is regional

Globalization
and Terror

1. Scarcity is global

Water

A related, but separate, resource issue is water. Although water
is often cited as a fundamental cause of conflict (especially with
respect to developing economies), it is unclear whether any
major conflict was caused by water access issues. What is
clear though is that inefficient pricing of a critical commodity
such as water can be a significant contributor to the root causes
of instability and conflict. Water issues are driven by trends in
population growth, urbanization, industrialization, economic
development and climate change. More people will need to be
fed by dwindling sources of arable land. Rising food demand
will push the expansion of irrigated agriculture, already one of
the most inefficient uses of water. Likewise, economic
development requires new power plants that use significant
amounts of water in cooling towers. Industrialization will also
continue to attract water-intensive industries to water-stressed
developing countries. These trends will have significant
consequences for prosperity, stability and security at many
scales. By 2025, more people could die of water-related
diseases than will die of HIV/AIDS. By the year 2050, one in
four people will live in a country experiencing chronic or
recurring shortages of water.

2. The market meets the
demand

Pro-Active
China

1. Available supply
exceeds western demand

Energy:
relationship
between
western demand
and available
supply

As petroleum reserves are finite, the concept that world
production of hydrocarbons will peak and then decline (i.e.
Peak Oil) will figure prominently in the future. The oil peak – a
time of maximum production – will be followed by an irreversible
decline in energy production. The rate of major new oil
discoveries has declined dramatically in recent years, and
although there is no agreement on when Peak Oil will be met,
the crucial issue will be whether the subsequent decline in
production will be gradual (and could be accommodated) or
quick, as efficient production leads to high depletion rates.

Metric

Resurgent
Middle East

Description

Return of World
Order

Detailed
Parameters

Today’s World

B.1.4 Resources

x
x

x

x

x
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x

Globalization
and Terror

x

Pro-Active China

Resurgent
Middle East

Agriculture and
fishery

Currently a small element of the world’s population enjoys
an abundance of foodstuffs while a significant majority is
undernourished. Depending on population growth patterns,
the challenge to feed populations could grow. The
increasing competition for dwindling fishing supplies will
undoubtedly also figure prominently.

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed
Parameters

1. Scarcity is global
2. Scarcity is regional
3. Adequate global supply
and access

x

x

x

1. Further erosion of state
sovereignty

Excluded groups have the potential to derail a given
order / system. Global governance therefore needs to
take into consideration the level of exclusion it
generates through its institutions. The greater the
chance for any given actor to access and influence the
global system, the smaller the chance for grievances to
surface.

1. Number of excluded actors
increases

Erosion of state
sovereignty

Exclusion (nonaccess) from world
order
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x

x

x
x

3. International rule of law is
marginalized

2. No change

Globalization
and Terror

The power of the state is currently being eroded both
from below (sub-national entities, non-state actors) and
from above (European integration, new international
norms). This trend can either continue or be reversed,
with significant consequences for international
governance.

2. Selected regional adherence

Pro-Active
China

1. Widespread global
adherence

Importance of
international rule
of law

Adherence to international rule of law (commercial,
criminal, etc) is key indicator of the strength of both
national and international governance. For example,
the role of the International Criminal Court as a source
of legitimacy in terms of NATO operations ranging from
humanitarian intervention to regime change will be an
important trend in this parameter over the next 20 years.

Metric

Resurgent
Middle East

Description

Return of World
Order

Detailed
Parameters

Today’s World

B.1.5 World Governance

x
x
x

x
x

x

3. States reclaim more
sovereignty

2. Number of excluded actors
remains constant
3. Number of excluded actors
decreases

x
x

x
x

x

Governance ideologies

Key actors within the
international system can set the
agenda for certain discourses,
such as neo-liberalism or
democratization. In general, the
way actors interpret international
relations reflects those major
ideologies. An assessment of
the existing ideologies is relevant
to an understanding of
international alliances and
perception of the world order by
individual actors.

6

2. Fragmented cooperation

x

x

x6

x

x

2. Competitive (struggle for
influence)

3. Cooperative (commitment to
find common denominator)

Globalization
and Terror

x

3. Poor cooperation

1. Dominant (one major
ideology)

Pro-Active
China

1. Comprehensive cooperation

2

The presence and activities of
NGOs, civil society and
corporate organizations
(multinationals etc) have a clear
impact on the way the
international system works. In
this context, the relationship
between non-state actors and
states determines the
governance landscape.

Resurgent
Middle East

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x

x

x

x

In this FSE, cooperation would be poor. However this world could be seen as the precursor to the Return of World Order, so over time, the value of this parameter (cooperation between state
and non-state actors) would increase.
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1. World population
increases
2. World population
continues on current trend
(slow increase)
3. World population
decreases

Age Structure

Reducing death rates and falling birth rates will lead
to an increase in average age globally. There will
be age structure issues in both the developed and
developing world. In the developing world, the size
of the ‘youth bulge’ will reduce as this large cohort
shifts into the more economically active band to
become a ‘working age bulge’. This will stimulate
overall economic activity but may increase
unemployment, which could encourage internal
instability or further emigration. In the developed
world, the increasing size of the retired population
will worsen the dependency ratio significantly. The
necessary replacement migration to redress this
imbalance will result in major shifts in ethnic
composition in both the developed and developing
world with significant societal consequences.
Imbalances in the age structure can result in
increased instability, resource wars, environmental
damage and many other factors that can impact on
the global security environment.
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x
x

3. Aging bulge (in NATO
countries)

x

x
x

1. Youth bulge (in NATO
countries)

2. Even age structure (in
NATO countries)

Globalization
and Terror

World Population

The last two centuries have seen an increase in
human populations because some environmental
restrictions such as diseases were overcome. This
trend is counterbalanced by the demographic
transition in which population growth stabilizes as
countries develop and fertility rates slow down (in
most NATO countries to sub-replacement rates).

Pro-Active
China

Metric

Resurgent
Middle East

Description

Return of World
Order

Detailed Parameters

Today’s World

B.1.6 Demography

x

x

x

x

x
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x

x

x

x

x

1. Rate of urbanization
increases

3. Rate of urbanization
decreases

x

x

3. Migration rate decreases

2. Rate of urbanization remains
constant

Globalization
and Terror

2. Migration rate remains
constant

Pro-Active China

Rapid urban expansion, due to migration from
rural to urban areas particularly in countries of
the developing world, represents a challenge
to local governments. Rural-urban disparity
[with the majority of services and economic
opportunities available solely in urban areas in
many developing countries] may lead to
dissatisfaction within the population and
consequently affect the security environment.

1. Migration rate increases

Resurgent
Middle East

Migration

Cross-border migration between the
developing and the developed world may act
as a stabilizing release valve but may also
create significant instability and a more
threatening security environment for NATO.
Migration offers the potential to move surplus
labour from the ‘working age bulge’ in the
developing world to the developed world, thus
reducing the dependency ratio in the
developed world. But this may lead to a
problem with social acceptability of large-scale
migration to the current citizens of the
developed world and the perceived threats to
social cohesion. A secondary problem may be
reduction in economic growth caused by the
outflow of talented people from states in the
developing world. Temporary migration to
adjacent states is another aspect which puts
pressure on neighbouring low-capacity states,
which may lead to increasing calls for
developed states to accommodate temporary
refugees.

Urbanization

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x
x

x

Global economic integration

Regional Economic blocs

Since the second half of the 19th century
(and with important setbacks), the world
has had various waves of economic
integration. Various theorists claim that
there is a link between international
openness and international conflict. In this
sense, the degree of international
integration is an important parameter for
any future security environment.
Increased international economic
interaction can be obtained in a truly global
marketplace or through regional trading
blocs. WTO is an embodiment of the
former, NAFTA and EU of the latter. In
terms of economic theory, the issue here is
whether trading blocs generate more trade
creation or more trade diversion. Looking
towards the future, a number of different
possibilities are plausible: one in which
national protectionism re-emerges; one in
which regional blocs dominate the global
market; and one in which there is a truly
integrated international market.
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x

x

x

2. Global economic integration
remains constant

x

3. Global economic integration
declines

x

1. Integrated global markets
2. Regional markets

3. National protectionism

Globalization
and Terror

1. Global economic integration
increases

Pro-Active
China

Metric

Resurgent
Middle East

Description

Return of World
Order

Detailed Parameters

Today’s World

B.1.7 Global Economic Situation

x
x
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x

x
x

3. FDI in the developing
world decreases

x

x

x

2. Poverty gap remains
constant
3. Poverty gap decreases

Globalization
and Terror

1. Poverty gap increases

x

Pro-Active China

Just as discrepancies between states can lead
to international grievances, so too can
discrepancies within states. For stable
economic and political development poverty is
an important indicator.

2. FDI in the developing
world remains constant

Resurgent
Middle East

1. FDI in the developing
world increases

International poverty gap

As above, the same applies for economic
discrepancies within the world. A good proxy
for this parameter could be the foreign direct
investment (FDI), which is a multivariate
indicator of stability, security, economic
potential and governmental transparency. Far
more than development aid, FDI is the key to
moving a developing economy to its lift off
stage and positioning it for globalization. FDI
does not flow into failed states or authoritarian
states that are too corrupt or into rogue states
that are walled off from the global economy by
sanctions or other active measures. The
amount, location, and dynamics of FDI
indicate areas of growing security and
effective governance as opposed to those that
are unstable and disconnected from the global
economy. In that sense, this parameter can
be seen as a proxy for international economic
equity.

National equality gap

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x
x

x
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1. Increasing transparency
and decreasing transaction
costs
2. Moderate transparency
and constant costs

3. Endemic lack of
transparency and escalating
costs

Globalization
and Terror

Pro-Active
China

Transparency

The level of corruption in a society is often the
key variable in determining its long-term
viability, as well as its current stability in the
presence of other dependent variables such
as international terrorism and transnational
crime. Corruption can best be measured
through observation of its effects in areas such
as public trust in law and institutions, taxation
efficiency, financial institutions and
instruments, favoritism towards large, often
state-owned, commercial firms, dampening of
innovation, obstacles to free trade,
marginalization of education, brain drain,
currency strength and other aspects of fiscal
architecture, capital flight, accurate costing,
governmental statistical transparency, etc.

Resurgent
Middle East

Metric

Return of World
Order

Description

Today’s World

Detailed Parameters

x
x

x

x

x
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ANNEX C - ABBREVIATIONS
ACT
CD
CG
CMF
CRO
CT
DRR
EL
ESDI
ESDP
EV
EU
FDI
FN
FSE
FW
ICT
LE
LTCR
LTRS
MT
NAFTA
NIC
NRF
OECD
OG
OSCE
PE
PG
SME
SSR
WMD
WP
WTO

Allied Command Transformation
Collective Defence
Current Generation
Capability Management Framework
Crisis Response Operation
Counter Terrorism
Defence Requirements Review
Defence of Critical Economic Lines of Communication
European Security and Defence Initiative
European Security and Defence Policy
Evacuation Operation
European Union
Foreign Direct Investment
Future NATO
Future Security Environment
Future World
Integrated Capability Team
Leading Edge
Long Term Capability Requirements
Long Term Requirements Study
Mission Type
North American Free Trade Agreement
New Islamic Council
NATO Reaction Force
Organization for European Collaboration and Development
Older Generation
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
Peace Enforcement
Previous generation
Subject Matter Expert
Security Sector Reform
Weapon of Mass Destruction
Work Package
World Trade Organization
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